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olaris Industries’ decision
to announce a “winding
down” of Victory
Motorcycles production

was taken quickly in January, but
had been under consideration in
the final quarter of 2016 according
to Polaris Industries’ President of
Motorcycles Steve Menneto.
It was discussed at a board meeting in
January, with news of the decision made
known quickly, as required by regulatory
requirements in the United States that
govern events of a “material fact”.
Where decisions that could affect stock
prices are concerned, market rules are
strict – the news must be made public
straight away.
However, the decision itself had been
being “mulled” and explored by Polaris
management for most of the final
quarter of 2016, according to Steve
Menneto. “While the final decision was
made quickly, it was not one taken
lightly,” Menneto told AMD Magazine.
“After 18 years and well over 100,000
motorcycles made and sold, we were
clearly going to take great care in
considering the Victory brand’s future,
but in the end the market challenges
and responsibilities to our stake holders

dictated that there really was no
alternate option.
“No buyers were available for the
brand, so a reluctant end to Victory
production was the only logical step
available to us. The brand only made
money in three of its 18 years, and
Victory would have required
considerable engineering investment in
coming years. Though still popular, the
Freedom V-Twin engine is now nearing

20 years in age, and with other
challenges, such as Euro 4 emissions, we
were clearly going to need to make
considerable investments.
“It is no secret that the new motorcycle
market is tough here in the United States
at this time, and we have to look at
where the best return on capital
invested can be found – we have to be
diligent in protecting the best interests

of our stake holders, our dealers and our
employees.
“We can make better investment
returns in a tough market by deploying
all available capital into the excellent
prospects that Indian Motorcycle
represent for us, so in the end market
conditions made it one of the simplest
of tough decisions.”
In its press release at the time of the
decision Polaris said it would “assist
dealers in liquidating existing
inventories while continuing to supply
parts for a period of 10 years, along with
providing service and warranty coverage
to Victory dealers and owners.”
“This was an incredibly difficult decision
for me, my team and the Polaris Board
of Directors,” said Polaris Industries
Chairman and CEO Scott Wine. “Over
the past 18 years, we have invested not
only resources, but our hearts and souls
into forging the Victory Motorcycles
brand, and we are exceptionally proud
of what our team has accomplished. 
“Since inception, our teams have
designed and produced nearly 60
Victory models that have been honored
with 25 of the industry’s top awards. The
experience, knowledge, infrastructure
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Comment 'Personally the only thing I ever rode in a desert was a camel' ....4
Robin Bradley asks where it is written that American motorcycle
manufacturers can only compete with themselves, rather than
with those offering alternate ownership and riding experiences, 
or leading the market into brave new worlds?
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Personally, the only thing I ever
rode in a desert was a camel…

Regardless of whether or not it was a move with “inevitable”
stamped all over it, that Polaris Industries finally decided it  had to
cancel its Victory program is still a great shame - on many levels.

Reminiscent of the financial force majeure that led Harley to can its ownership of Buell
Motorcycles and MV Agusta (after just 12 months, and the kind of eye-watering expense
that Eric Buell must have dreamed of), it is a sad commentary on the nature of our times
that almost a decade on from the ‘Lehman Apocalypse’ our industry is still struggling.
In Polaris’ case, the issue with Victory was one of available investment capital in the face
of brand losses and a corporate balance sheet that just couldn’t sustain those losses any
longer or generate the kind of investment capital the brand needed.
When I interviewed Polaris’ President of Motorcycles Steve Menneto about the decision,
we were both in agreement that in an ideal world it
would not have been necessary, but as we all know all
too well, market conditions are far from ideal at this
time.
Many have seen the demise of Victory as inevitable.
Inevitable in the context of what the brand could ever
come to represent, and inevitable in the context of
Polaris’ 2011 acquisition of Indian Motorcycle from Brit
Stephen Julius’s Kings Mountain, North Carolina based attempts to resurrect it.
The orthodox view has been that once Polaris acquired Indian Motorcycle, Victory had
become a red headed stepchild overnight – a brand in search of a definition. However,
Menneto (and others I know within the Polaris motorcycle organization internationally)
is adamant that the company did have a vision for the brand, and that far from there
being no opportunities for it, if anything, the future danger might have been successfully
resisting the temptation to use the Victory brand to do all the things that it was assumed
would be inappropriate for the Indian brand – drag racing being a case in point.
But that is to underestimate just what exactly it is that is at the heart of the Indian legacy,
and, conversely, to underestimate just what a largely baggage and heritage-free but still
accepted and respected brand such as Victory could have become once shorn of the need
to be a primary cruiser or touring rival to Harley.
The Victory opportunity was to bridge the yawning chasm between what is assumed a
domestic U.S. manufactured motorcycle brand needs to be (what is assumed it can only
be) and where, in 21st century market opportunity terms, it in fact can and needs to be
headed.

From their origins as race bikes, at a time when motorcycle racing (and automotive
racing for that matter) was first being invented and evolved, and as all terrain transport

at a time when paved roads were only just being invented, domestic U.S. manufactured
motorcycles (a few honorable but long since deceased exceptions aside) continued to
respond to conditions and opportunities by becoming the kinds of touring and cruising
platforms they are associated with as needing to be today.
Once the newly invented concept of paved roads evolved into the freeway network that
started to emerge in the 1950s, American manufacturers switched direction seamlessly
in response to the changed riding conditions and opportunities now available to them.

So how come it is assumed that just because (despite Victory hype at the time of the
‘Octane’ launch) there actually is no tradition of so-called “American Muscle Bikes” in
parallel to the Muscle Cars of the ‘50s and ‘60s that one can’t now evolve and emerge
in response to contemporary riding conditions? Why is it assumed that a motorcycle
manufacturer can only respond to rather than create and lead taste?

Regardless of what one thinks about how successful the ‘Octane’ was ever going to
be with a Scout engine, there is an opportunity available to “out-Rod” Harley’s VRSC.

The opportunity to meet the changed challenges of 21st century urban riding with a
concrete-chewing, traffic-handling alternate to the cruiser undoubtedly exists – the
success of the current generation of road-going adventure tourers is testament to the
growing need for manufacturers to respond to the altered or new realities of the

conurbation.
The traffic conditions that gave rise to the cruiser have
now matured and morphed. Not in such a way as to
suggest that the day of the cruiser is gone, it isn’t; but
instead in a way that shows that there are additional
riding style opportunities out there, and now that
Victory has gone away, it is hard to see either of the
remaining two volume producers embracing the kind

of platform engineering that competitors are offering successfully.
The success that BMW has had with its adventure tourers, the immediate success of
Honda’s returned ‘Africa Twin’, and the way in which everyone else from Yamaha and
Suzuki through to Triumph and even Ducati are falling over themselves to stake a claim
to part of that real estate should, surely by now, have registered with either or both of
Harley and Polaris?

While trail and rugged terrain exploration, touring and racing (Dakar etc.) provide
the ‘ADV’ sector with its sex appeal (just as Marlon Brando did for Triumphs just

as the fifties dawned, and as Hopper and Fonda did for choppers as the sixties gave way
to the seventies), in fact 95 percent of the miles ridden on such platforms are on-road.
Indeed, that vast majority of those bikes are destined never to see desert coyotes or herds
of Wildebeest doing their thing; instead it is survival in the urban jungle that brings the
best out of those platforms. They are 21st century street bikes.
So, having made it through the 20th century by adapting to, responding to, and
sometimes leading expectations where the riding and ownership experience is
concerned, where is it written that neither Harley nor Indian can’t be selling that metal
as well as their core product? I must have missed that memo!

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com    

www.AMDchampionship.com

‘why only respond,
rather than lead?’
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and capability we’ve built in those 18
years gave us the confidence to acquire
and develop the Indian Motorcycle
brand, so I would like to express my
gratitude to everyone associated with
Victory Motorcycles and celebrate your
many contributions.”
Polaris say that several factors
influenced the decision. The company
accepts that Victory has struggled to
establish the market share needed to
succeed and be profitable. The
competitive pressures of a challenging
motorcycle market have increased the
headwinds for the brand. Given the
significant additional investments
required for Victory to launch new global
platforms that meet changing consumer
preferences, and considering the strong
performance and growth potential of
Indian Motorcycle, the decision to more
narrowly focus Polaris’ energy and
investments became quite clear.
“This decision will improve the
profitability of Polaris and our global
motorcycle business, and will materially
improve our competitive stance in the
industry,” said Scott Wine. “Our focus is
on profitable growth, and in an
environment of finite resources, this
move allows us to optimize and align
our resources behind both our premium,

high performing Indian Motorcycle
brand and our innovative Slingshot
brand, enhancing our focus on
accelerating the success of those
brands. Ultimately this decision will
propel the industry-leading product
innovation that is core to our strategy
while fostering long-term growth and
increased shareholder value.”
Any one-time costs associated with
supporting Victory dealers in selling their
remaining inventory, the disposal of
factory inventory, tooling and other
physical assets, and the cancellation of
various supplier arrangements, will be
recorded in the 2017 income statement
in respective sales, gross profit and
operation expense. These costs will be

excluded from Polaris’ provided 2017
sales and earnings guidance on a non-
GAAP basis.
Steve Menneto confirmed that it was
those “market headwinds” and the
importance for Polaris to maintain its
overall profitability that underpinned
the decision.
“While we had clear strategic thinking
for a pathway for Victory on a five to ten
year basis, generating the capital
needed and carrying the losses in a
down market just was not something
that we could continue to do,” said
Menneto.
In those 18 years Polaris has made and
sold “substantially” over 100,000
Victory motorcycles, but only sold more
than 10,000 units in a year a couple of
times.
“In strategic terms, in understanding
where the Victory brand could play
without competing against Indian, we
thought we had that. But the issue
remained whether or not there would
have been enough customers available
to the brand in the timescale needed,
and that has proven to be a far less
certain part of the equation.
It was Menneto and Wine who
persuaded the Polaris Board to acquire
the Indian brand from British investor
Stephen Julius’ Kings Mountain, North
Carolina Stellican operation in 2011. He
agrees that, to a large part, it was Victory
that gave Polaris the confidence to
invest in Indian. “Yes, no question,
leveraging our experience with Victory is
what gave us the platform to invest in
Indian. Without having already had
more than a decade in the motorcycle
business, I’m not sure we’d have felt
quite as confident about buying Indian
as we did,” Menneto said.
“It was Victory that gave us the
production, engineering and dealer
development experience needed, and
that experience will be a gift that we
expect will keep giving for decades to
come.”
In terms of dealer policy, Polaris
presently has some 300 to 350

dealerships, and 25 percent of its
motorcycle business is international.
Menneto says that the company hopes
to double its dealership base in the next
3 to 5 years and sees international sales
and platform diversification as mission
critical.
In discussing if the investment in
performance projects such as the Pike
Peak 156, racing at the IOM and plans
to go drag racing, would have carry-over
benefit to the Indian brand, Menneto
said “Oh yes, definitely. People shouldn’t
forget just how central to the Indian
brand race success was,” and in
responding to the suggestion that
maybe the Indian brand could yet have
a story to tell in the burgeoning
adventure sports market, Menneto was
equally positive – “remember”, he said,
“Indian developed its first motorcycles
as a way of getting around when there
were barely any roads as we now know
them. So do I think Indian can look at
markets such as that? Oh yes, for sure I
do.”
Steve Menneto said that “we will adjust
our workforce to the appropriate size to
support Indian and Slingshot growth.”
The 402,525 sq ft Spirit Lake, Iowa
facility currently houses 800 employees.

www.AMDchampionship.com

<<< Continued from cover
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‘we had a clear strategic
pathway for the brand’

‘we had to consider return on
available investment capital’

Polaris President of Motorcycle
Operations Steve Menneto: “In
strategic terms, in understanding
where the Victory brand could
play without competing against
Indian, we thought we had that”

The challenges of factors such as meeting Euro 4 regulations were among
the headwinds and capital intensive issues faced by Victory
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Due to the hugely positive
reaction to the 2016 AMD World
Championship of Custom Bike
Building and the debut of
‘INTERMOT Customized’ as the
new international headquarters
event for the custom industry, we
have taken the unusual step of
making the 2018 Championship
entry forms available online a
year earlier than normal.
At this stage the classes planned are
the same as in previous years – the
Freestyle class from which the AMD
World Champion is chosen by the
competitors, Modified Harley-
Davidson, Retro Mod, Street
Performance and Cafe Racer, however,
keep an eye out for news about any
changes or additions. 
Already we have two entries (from
Switzerland and the UK), and with
Jordan Dickinson of Union Speed Cycle
winning the Championship of the
Americas at AIMExpo in Florida in
October, we know of three bikes (from
three different countries already) who
will be competing in October 2018.
INTERMOT organizer Keolnmesse (The Cologne Exhibition Center) is a very

generous host and a strong supporter
of the AMD World Championship,
giving us a substantial space
allocation, but with an increased
demand for Hall 10 booth space
already in evidence, getting your entry
nailed sooner rather than later will
help us to make sure that there is
enough space for all those who want
to be a part of ‘AMD XIII’.

To find the entry forms and
class definitions, along with
information about competing at
the AMD World Championship,
follow the links at
www.AMDchampionship.com
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Triumph’s final sales numbers
for December show 2016 to
have been the best year of
retail sales yet for Triumph
dealers in North America in
“Hinckley Triumph” history so
far. For the month of December,
Triumph dealers were +39% up
over the previous December
record and +89% up over
December 2015. Totals for the
entire calendar year saw
overall 2016 Triumph retail
sales in North America beating
the market growth rate by
more than 15%, eclipsing
13,000 units for the first time
and “easily shattering the
previous annual retail sales
record.” Unit sales growth per
dealership is up more than
+21% over 2015.

BRP's three manufacturing facilities
in Mexico received a "Family
Responsible Company" award from
Mexico's Ministry of Labor and
Social Security (STPS). This distinction
is granted to companies in Mexico
that apply and promote labor
policies that contribute to the
development of workers in an
integral way, both at work and
within their family environment.

British bike maker Ariel is to
reveal a $61K model with
carbon bodywork, black pearl
frame and gold anodizing. The
Ace R will be a Limited Edition
of which only 10 units will be
made and sold worldwide.
After launching the Ace in
2014, Ariel has produced over
50 of its 201 hp V4
motorcycles. The company says
that further development of
the Ace has shown that the
chassis will accommodate a
considerable increase in power
while remaining an easy to ride
and flexible road bike.

Former Advanstar/UBM property
Dealernews has been bought by DN
2.0 LLC, a Columbus, Ohio based
acquisition vehicle established by
Bob Althoff, owner of three Harley
dealerships in the greater Columbus
area, including A.D. Farrow, which
claims to be the oldest Harley-
Davidson dealerships in the world.
Althoff intends to relaunch the 51-
year-old powersports media brand
“with a new mission and new
utilities to serve franchised and non-
franchised powersports retailers and
service shops in the United States
and Canada.” Former Dealernews
publisher and content director Mary
Green (Mary Slepicka) is joining as
Vice President and General Manager. 

NEWS
BRIEFS

Jordan Dickinson, who won his ticket 
to the World Championship at AIMExpo in October 

2016, is among at least five or six U.S. builders who are 
already headed for the 13th AMD World Championship in October 2018
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Vanguard Roadster
Unveiled at the Javits Center, New
York, in December when the
Progressive International Motorcycle
Show tour came to town, this is the
Vanguard Roadster – a running
prototype that the NYC based
designers hope will become a
production bike. 
With production slated for 2018, it
boasts many advanced features
including a frameless structural
engine, unitized crankcase, integrated
exhaust and a tablet-size digital
dashboard with rear-view camera. The
Roadster is the first of three planned
motorcycles built on a common
powertrain platform that will cover all
riding positions: Roadster, Cruiser and
Racer.
Vanguard say their motorcycles will be
assembled in New York City at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. “The modular
construction, based on large sub-
assemblies, revisits traditional
manufacturing methods. Combined
with worldwide sourcing and the
support of key motorcycle vendors,

Vanguard will deliver exceptional
value and quality.”
Starting at $29,995, “a premium price
within reach, the Vanguard Roadster is
a strong alternative to current
premium motorcycles. Selected
dealers are signing up to be the
ambassadors of this game-changing
brand.
“Vanguard is led by renowned
designer Edward Jacobs and serial
entrepreneur Francois-Xavier Terny.
Together they form a dynamic team
with passion and vision. With a fresh
perspective and unique approach,
Vanguard promises to be a premium
motorcycle brand of revolutionary
effect.”

www.vanguard.nyc

Two Harley-Davidson riders in
Southern California (Michael
Berke and Wolfgang Costello)
have filed a complaint against
Harley-Davidson in the U.S.
District Court for the Central
District of California alleging that
the Twin Cam 103 can burn riders.
According to the complaint, the
plaintiffs allege that they suffered
damages from purchasing a
motorcycle equipped with a Twin
Cam 103 engine. The plaintiffs
hold that Harley-Davidson Motor
Co. Group LLC and Harley-
Davidson Motor Co. Inc. failed to
warn that the engines are
defectively designed and emit

high heat, which can burn riders,
and shorten the life of the engine.
The plaintiffs request a trial by
jury and seek an injunction
against the defendants, ordering
them to repair or replace the Twin
Cam 103 engines, cover all legal
fees and pay any other relief that
Court rules for. They are
represented by lawyers from
Zimmerman Reed LLP in
Manhattan Beach, Boucher LLP in
Woodland Hills and Owen
Patterson & Owen in Valencia.

As if any further evidence of a market
under pressure was needed, the
Motorsport Aftermarket Group’s retail
operations division is set for further
consolidation. Their Motorcycle-
Superstore.com operation is to be
folded into J&P Cycles in 2017.
The move and other related cutbacks
are expected to result in anywhere
from 20 to 60 layoffs as the present
M o t o r c y c l e - S u p e r s t o r e . c om
configuration is combined into a J&P
Cycles footprint that itself saw radical
surgery less than two years ago.

At that point the J&P Cycles inventory
held at its traditional Anamosa, Iowa
warehouse was consolidated into the
former K-Mart warehouse complex
that MAG/TR owned at Louisville,
Kentucky, with the customer service
jobs moving to Texas.
It is now thought that the staff at the
Motorcycle-Superstore.com customer
service and fulfilment centers at
Florida, California, Kentucky and
Pennsylvania will lose their jobs, with
sales center functions consolidated in
Texas.

Harley riders to sue
factory claiming the Twin
Cam 103 is defectively
manufactured

MAG moves to fold
Motorcycle-Superstore
into J&P Cycles

http://www.techcycle.com


BMW has set itself another new sales
record in 2016, up by +7.5 percent in
Europe, and selling 145,032
motorcycles and maxi scooters in total
globally as it continues to close in on
its 200,000 by 2010 objective
(representing +5.9 percent growth
compared to the 136,963 units sold in
2015). 
There was an increase in deliveries to
customers in France (13,350 units /
+6.4 %), Italy (12,300 units / +10.3
%), Spain (9,520 units / 19.4 %) and
the UK (8,782 units / +7.1 %); sales in
China were +52.7 % at 4,580 units.
Germany remains their largest single
market, with 24,894 units sold,
+4.5%, and they are the domestic

German market leader. In the USA,
BMW Motorrad achieved its second-
best sales result to date with 13,730
units sold in 2016.
The water-cooled R 1200 GS is the
most successful single BMW model.  
In what is a clear challenge to Harley-
Davidson’s dominance in the “luxury”
sector, BMW is expanding its
“Heritage” line to offer five different R
nineT derivatives in 2017, with the
new in-line 6-cylinder K 1600
“Bagger” also being targeted
specifically at the US market. 
CEO Stephan Schaller says: “In the
years to come, the USA will be the
second most important market for
BMW Motorrad after Germany. We see

great potential there. In the next few
years we aim to tangibly increase our
market share in the USA. As part of the
planned expansion, BMW Motorrad is

enlarging its worldwide dealer
network. Especially on the American
continent and in Asia, there are plans
to expand to a total of 1,500 sites.” 

BMW setting its sights on further domestic U.S
Cruiser/Tourer growth

BMW has high hopes for their new in-line 6- cylinder K1600 Bagger – no doubt
especially since Polaris announced the cancellation of their Victory program

BMW will now be offering five variants of its parallel twin R nineT ‘Heritage’ line in the United States – it is possible that BMW will sell more of these
“Roadsters” in 2017 worldwide than Harley with sell Softails

http://www.tecmate.com/distributor
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J&P Cycles Ultimate Builder - Dallas

Kyle Shorey of Speed Foundry
took the win in the FreeStyle
class of the J&P Ultimate Builder
show as the IMS series went to
Dallas, with ‘My Pal’.
A 1979 Harley-Davidson FX sled,
it features a metal flake cream
paint job with brass accents
throughout. Kyle built the
handlebars, custom grips,
footboards, handshift shift gate,
dash and exhaust himself. The
Texan took home a check for
$2,000.
He will be heading to Chicago
for the US Championship and to
compete for the “KING of the
Builders” award and a share of
the $50,000 in cash and prizes
on offer there.
Runner-up was Junior Burrell,
Retro Moto, with ‘The Bee
Hotch’, a 1978 Yamaha Sr500.
The Modified Harley class win
was taken by Dell Battle, of
Dangerous Dezigns/Snake Alley,
Chicago, with a 1991 Sportster,
with Young Lace, Power House
Custom Cycles, taking second
place with ‘Ecstasy’.
The black and red paint on Dell
Battle’s 1991 Sportster is eye-
catching and features include
billet wheels, custom exhaust,
intake, custom tank, controls and
swingarm. Air ride front and
back allows the bike to look
aggressive while at rest.
Harley-Davidson is the
presenting class sponsor, with
J&M Motorcycle Audio and K&N
Filters providing product
sponsorship.
Roy Martin of Roy’s Toys took
the Modified Retro win with
‘Warrior Voices’, built for a
charity of the same name.
Proceeds from this raffle bike

FreeStyle winner – Kyle Shorey of Speed Foundry with his 1979 Harley FX

Modified Retro winner – Roy Martin of Roy’s Toys 
with ‘Warrior Voices’, a 1979 Ironhead rigid Shovel

Modified Harley winner – Dell Battle of Dangerous Dezigns 
with a 1991 Sportster

Modified Custom winner – Kyle Shorey, contracted by Motone Customs, 
with ‘MahaKala’, a 2004 Triumph

A new “Grassroots” group
called “Motorcycle Action
Network” is launching in a bid
to “Rid U.S. Transportation
Agencies of Corporate
Influence”. Based in Memphis,
Tennessee, it is being headed
up by self-styled long-time
public safety advocate Fergus
Nolan as a non-profit
organization “dedicated to
making roads safer for
American motorcyclists and
the drivers around them. The
organization will raise
awareness of federal and
state transportation
regulations that have been
weakened by the U.S.
motorcycle industry and its
allies, costing thousands of
lives every year.” Nolan says
that it will initially focus on
strengthening regulations set
by the NHTSA in connection
with motorcycle anti-lock
brake systems (ABS).

Ducati sales were +1.1 percent in
2016 at 55,451, with USA their
largest market (8,787 units sold).
“Ending the year of our 90th
anniversary with yet another record
is a source of immense pride and
satisfaction,” said Claudio
Domenicali, CEO of Ducati Motor
Holding. “2016 was the seventh
consecutive growth year for
Ducati.” During its second year on
international markets, the Ducati
Scrambler brand extended its
worldwide success: over 15,500
bikes were delivered. Italy is their
second most important market,
where they were +20% in 2016;
Germany is their third largest
market (+8 percent in 2016).
Ducati more than doubled its sales
to China in 2016. 

The MIC has welcomed
congressional reintroduction
of the RPM Act. Originally
introduced in 2016 in both the
House and Senate (H.R. 4715
and S. 2659) the “Recognizing
the Protection of Motorsports
Act of 2016” sought to clarify
that vehicles used solely for
competition, including any
vehicle converted from a
certified on-road motor
vehicle, are not subject to the
anti-tampering provisions of
the Clean Air Act and that it is
legal to convert street-legal
motor vehicles, including
motorcycles, to competition
vehicles. Since the House and
Senate bills did not pass in the
last congressional session,
they are having to be
reintroduced.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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Jeremy Cupp of LC Fabrications won the FreeStyle class with LC Speedster at
the prior weekend’s Washington DC J&P Ultimate Builder/IMS event, having
come second in New York  

The People’s Choice and Ingenuity award went to Bryan Stalcup for his
custom ‘Convertible’ – it changes from a cruiser to a sportbike at the touch
of a button!

The Originality award went to Tim Scates for his ‘El Dorado’ 
1972 Moto Guzzi based 850 Bobber

provides veterans with training
to assist them in getting back in
the workforce. 
The 1979 Ironhead Shovel rigid
features a torpedo headlight and
matching grips, Harley-Davidson
hand controls with a brushed
finish, switch deletes by LC
Fabrications, ammo cans for
saddlebags, a brass microphone
converted to a taillight, Shovel
motor with split rocker boxes
and springer front end, with
powder-coat by Pristine

Powdering. 
Runner-up was Ron Pearce with
‘CB500 Café’, a 1972 Honda
CB500. Royal Enfield is the
presenting class sponsor, with
K&N Filters providing product
sponsorship in the class.
The Modified Custom class win
was taken by Motone Customs,
who were contracted for a
custom build from Speed
Foundry of Texas. Kyle Shorey’s
‘MahaKala’ is a 2004 T100
Triumph, with a seat fabricated
by Working Man Customs. Tony
Lewis of Eurosports Cycles
provided overbore, porting and
polishing of the heads. Cycles
One fabricated the hard tail, and
the gas tank was sourced from
the Motone Customs parts bin.
The metal work was completed
by Speed Foundry, and paint is
by Liquid Illusions. 
Runner-up was Chop Shop
Motorsports with their 2004
Harley-Davidson Sportster.

http://www.ultimaproducts.com
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“Lower your bike, not
your standards”
So says Merritt Island, Florida based
Arnott Air Suspension on their new
website - a site that features their
‘Ultimate Ride’ and ‘Smooth Ride’
system options. Backed by a limited
lifetime warranty, Arnott say they are
the “leader in true onboard adjustable
air suspension kits” and that dealers
and their customers “should not be
fooled by air cylinders or so-called ‘air
assisted’ suspensions,” says Arnott’s
Doug Taylor.
“Unlike many competitors, our TruAIR
technology is true adjustable air
suspension, not simple air cylinders,
‘air-assisted’ shocks or automotive
cast-offs. We use monotube shock
bodies for great looks and durability,

and our ‘Ultimate Ride’ series features
genuine FOX shocks. Our kits offer
fast, on-the-fly adjustable air spring
firmness, using a powerful onboard
compressor.”
Applications include Tourers, Softails,
Dynas, Sportsters, V-Rods, Tri-Glide
trikes and Indian Motorcycle Cruisers,
Baggers and Tourers.
www.arnottcycles.com
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Hazelwood, Missouri based
distributor MID-USA has unveiled its
new 2017 ‘En-Cycle-Pedia’ catalog
after another busy 12 months -
adding further to its extensive own
brand range, many new accessory
brands, and a slew of products for
Harley’s 2017 M-8 Touring models.
At over 1,100 pages, their 2017
catalog includes many specialty
products
that prove
that it is the
details that
matter as
well as the
big ticket
items - often
the hard-to-
source items
that aren’t
needed
often make
the catalogs from long established
distributors such as MID-USA so
invaluable for OEM dealers and
independent custom shops.
For 2017 additions include stock
replacement, upgrade and custom
electrical, frame and body items,
front end components and set-ups,
controls, wheels, exhausts, shocks,
complete drivetrains and parts,
engine components and fuel 
system parts.

www.mid-usa.com

MID-USA
adds
products
for 2017

acquisitions, and improving
operating cash flow by 30
percent in 2016.   
Overall corporate international
sales to customers outside of
North America totaled $178.2
million for the fourth quarter of
2016, including PG&A, down
two percent from the same
period in 2015.  International
sales on a constant currency
basis were flat for the 2016
fourth quarter. 
Gross profit increased one
percent to $312.8 million for
the fourth quarter of 2016 from
$310.3 million in the fourth
quarter of 2015, including the
negative impact of $8.8 million
in purchase accounting
adjustments. As a percentage of
sales, gross profit margin was
25.7 percent compared with
28.1 percent of sales for the
fourth quarter of 2015.   
Off-Road Vehicle (“ORV”) and
Snowmobile segment sales,
including their respective PG&A
related sales, were $905.0
million for the fourth quarter of
2016, compared with $862.0
million for the fourth quarter
for the prior year.  Gross profit

decreased one percent to
$259.2 million, or 28.6 percent
of sales, in the fourth quarter of
2016, compared to $262.8
million, or 30.5 percent of sales,
in the fourth quarter of 2015.
Gross profit percentage
declined primarily due to higher
promotional spending and
increased warranty expense.
CEO Wine went on to say: “We
continued to enhance our
quality and safety organization,
production in our new facility in
Huntsville, Alabama, is ramping
up to become the enabler to our
go to market Retail Flow
Management (RFM) process,
and lean initiatives across our
network drove approximately
$150 million in gross Value
Improvement (“VIP”) savings
during the year.
During the fourth quarter 2016,

the Company repurchased and
retired 1,105,500 shares of its
common stock for $91.4 million,
bringing total share repurchases
to 2,908,000 shares, or $245.8
million for the full year 2016.
As of December 31, 2016 the
Company currently has
authorization from its Board of
Directors to repurchase up to an
additional 7.5 million shares of
Polaris stock. 
The Company says it expects full
year 2017 adjusted net income
to be in the range of $4.25 to
$4.50 per diluted share,
compared with adjusted net
income of $3.48 per diluted
share for 2016.  Full year 2017
sales are anticipated to increase
in the range of 10 percent to 13
percent over 2016 sales of
$4,516.6 million.
www.polarisindustries.com

Product line sales 2016 2015 Change 2016 2015 Change
Off-Road Vehicles/Snowmobiles 904,971 862,032 5% 3,357,496 3,708,933 (9)%
Motorcycles 105,735 162,558 (35)% 708,497 698,257 1%
Global Adjacent Markets 98,384 81,028 21% 341,937 312,100 10%
Other 108,699 - N/M 108,699 - N/M
Total Sales 1,217,789 1,105,618 10% 4,516,629 4,719,290 (4)%

Fourth Quarter Performance Summary (in thousands except per share data)
Three Months ended December 31 Years ended December 31

<<< Continued from back page 'Huntsville, Alabama 
is ramping up'
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U.S. Trade Representative proposes 100
percent tariffs on European made motorcycles
The American Motorcyclist Association
(AMA) says it “strongly objects” to a
federal agency’s attempt to tack a 100
percent or higher tariff on motorcycles
made in Europe as part of a trade battle
over hormones in U.S. beef. 
The Office of United States Trade
Representative requested comments
on Dec. 28 regarding its proposal to
include tariffs on motorcycles with an
engine size between 51cc and 500cc
imported from the European Union;
there was a January 30 deadline for the
receipt of submissions on the proposal.
The AMA opposes the proposed tariff,

because trade disputes residing within
the boundaries of the agricultural
industry should not be solved with trade
sanctions levied against non-
agricultural products.
“There is no logical link between
motorcycles and beef,” said Wayne
Allard, AMA Vice President of
government relations, “it is absurd to

even consider such a move.”
The Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative is responsible for
developing and coordinating U.S.
international trade, commodity and
direct investment policy and overseeing
negotiations with other countries. The
head of USTR is the U.S. Trade
Representative, a Cabinet member who
serves as the president’s principal trade
adviser, negotiator and spokesperson
on trade issues.
If the agency enacts this motorcycle
tariff, serious and potentially irreversible
harm will be done to American small-
and medium-sized business owners
selling the vehicles and to American
families who buy these motorcycles for
commuting and outdoor recreation.
“Should the availability of motorcycles
be hindered by these unjustified trade
sanctions, dealerships may close,
leaving countless Americans without
jobs,” Allard said. “The negative effects
of the proposed sanctions will not only
harm the motorcycle sales industry, but
will spread through the aftermarket
equipment sector, recreation
equipment sales, the sports

entertainment industry and further
down the line.”
Affected manufacturers include Aprilia,
Beta, BMW, Ducati, Fantic, Gas Gas,
Husqvarna, KTM, Montesa, Piaggio,
Scorpa, Sherco, TM and Vespa.
The same agency tried the same tactic
in 2008, but the effort was thwarted
when the AMA, the Motorcycle Industry
Council and bike manufacturers and
retailers rallied motorcyclists against
the plan. At that time, the U.S. Trade
Representative instead raised the tariff
on a variety of European food products.

Wayne Allard, AMA Vice President
of government relations

MAG chairman emeritus Arnold W.
Ackerman is re-elected to the MIC
Board of Directors and will continue
as chair of its Aftermarket/Allied
Trades Committee

The Motorcycle Industry Council’s
(MIC) 2017 Board of Director
election results have seen Arnie
Ackerman re-elected to serve as
an MIC board member for
another two years, and to
therefore remain as the current
Chairman of the MIC’s
Aftermarket/Allied Trades
Committee.
Ackerman is Chairman Emeritus
and founder of Motorsport
Aftermarket Group (MAG). It was
Ackerman who principally
steered his Duff Ackerman and
Goodrich investment firm into
the program of acquisitions in
the 1990s; a program that saw
MAG emerge as a powerhouse in
the market with ownership of
leaders such as Vance & Hines,
Performance Machine, Kuryakyn,
J&P Cycles, Mustang seats and
Progressive Suspension, among
others.
He retained involvement as
Chairman of MAG when DAG sold
to L.A. based Leonard Green &
Partners, and it was he who was
a prime mover in shaping the
deal for Tucker Rocky owner Lacy
Diversified to buy MAG and
merge it with TR in 2014.
Andy Leisner, Vice
President/group publisher of
Bonnier Motorcycle Group, is also

re-elected; MIC Board Chairman
Dennis McNeal, who has also
retired from his position of Vice
President of motorcycle
operations with Yamaha Motor
Corporation, USA and publisher
and former second generation
Daytona 200 winner Don Emde
announced their retirement from
the Board. Paul Puma, Executive
Vice president of Wells Fargo
Commercial Distribution, is newly
elected to the Board.
Other MIC Board directors
include Eric Anderson (currently
owner and founder of VROOM
Network); Michael Peyton, VP of
BMW Motorrad USA; Jim
Woodruff, COO of NPA; Chuck
Boderman, VP motorcycles at
American Honda; Russ Brenan,
Kawasaki; Mike Doughty,
Yamaha; Kerry Graeber,  Suzuki;
John Hinz, KTM, and ex MIC
General Counsel and current VP
global government relations at
Polaris, Paul Vitrano. 
The MIC is headquartered in
Irvine, Calif., where it shares
offices with MIC Events and the
Motorcycle Safety Foundation,
and has a government relations
office in metropolitan
Washington, D.C. First called the
MIC in 1970, the organization
was founded in 1914, celebrating
its 100th anniversary two years
ago.
www.mic.org

Ackerman retains
MIC board seat

http://www.badlandsmotorcycleproducts.com
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With some companies, the term “racing inspired” is
synonymous with “uncomfortable.” The “track” record that Le
Pera Motorcycle Seats have earned proves that it is possible
to combine race styling with all-day comfort. 
For riders who are going solo, the Daytona Sport from Le Pera
slopes down towards the fender to blend seamlessly with the
lines of the motorcycle, available in smooth, Diamond or
pleated for almost all Harleys. 
Still hand-crafting all their seats at their North Hollywood,
California headquarters after nearly 45 years as the market’s
design leader, all Le Pera seats feature a powder-coated steel
base plate,  a specially poured high-density “Marathon”
molded foam foundation and double stitched, hand-crafted
cover with bonded polyester thread for durability. LE PERA ENTERPRISES

North Hollywood, California, USA
Tel: 818 767 5110
info@lepera.com
www.lepera.com

“Race inspired” can also
be comfortable

‘Streamliner’ turn signals
These ‘Streamliner’ turn signals, manufactured by
Joker Machine at their Lake Havasu City, Arizona
factory, incorporate “the latest in lighting
technology, providing a brighter, more visible LED
which can be seen from a wider angle.” No load
equalizer is required for 2014-up models. 
Machined from 6061 billet aluminum and available
in multiple styles and black or chrome plated
finishes. Fits 1996-up FLHT models.

JOKER MACHINE
Lake Havasu City, Arizona, USA
Tel: 909 596 9690
sales@jokermachine.com
www.jokermachine.com

Ride height adjustable shocks
These Nitrogen-charged steel monotube damper body shock
absorbers from Drag Specialties feature hard chrome-plated
shafts, dual-rate progressive wound springs for a smooth,
comfortable ride and adjustable spring preload.
They are available in black or chrome in 11”, 12” or 13”
lengths for a +/- ½” ride height adjustment on ‘84-‘16 FLT/
FLHT/ FLHR/ FLTR models, ‘91-‘16 FXD/ FXDWG and ‘04-‘16
Sportsters. 

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

www.AMDchampionship.com
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New from Khrome Werks for 2017 Tourers, this 4.50”
‘HP-Plus’ slip-on is said to have been “engineered
for performance, style and sound.”
The company says they have been dyno-tested to
show an 8% increase in torque and a 13% increase
in power, “producing the Khrome Werks signature
authoritative tone without annoying high-frequency
noises.”
Available in a choice of slash-cut or billet tipped in
either triplex nickel chrome or black, they feature a
50” 16-gauge muffler body, and a new absorptive
baffle covered with stainless steel matt and high-

temp fiberglass that has been developed specifically
for the 2017 Milwaukee-Eight. A bolt-in optional
insert is available that complies with SAE J2825
sound test with no appreciable loss of performance.
Also seen here, Khrome Werks’ 2-into-1 patent
pending Torque Booster conversion kit is said to
“redefine the cost of performance,” delivering the

“unmatched performance a 2-into-1 system offers,
without the cost or installation of a full exhaust
system.”
The 2-into-1 Torque Booster conversion kit converts
an existing 2017 stock header into a “torque and
power-producing” 2-into-1 system. The kit includes
the 50” 16-gauge 4.50” ‘HP-Plus’ slip-on muffler
and a uniquely designed 2-into-1 converter.
Khrome Werks says that the combination delivers
“the instant power that a 2-into-1 exhaust system
provides, with performance increases up to 14%.”
The same new baffle is used with optional insert
available.

KHROME WERKS
Pine Island, Minnesota, USA
Tel: 952 758 9523
mailbox@khromewerks.com
www.khromewerks.com

4.5”slip-ons, seen here in black, tipped

Patent pending Torque Booster
conversion kit, seen here in

chrome, tipped

Khrome Werks 2017
touring options

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Kraus 49mm Sport Performance triple trees
Cazadero, California based Kraus Motor Co say that
their billet triple trees are at “the heart of the

performance suspension system. They are strong,
lightweight and precision-machined from aluminum
billet in California.”
Described as being “the foundation of a strong,
properly engineered front end,” their offer includes
several styles of triple trees for OEM FXD and FLH/FLT
fitments - available as part of their complete turnkey
performance packages, or individually.
Seen here, their 49mm Sport Performance triple tree
set is designed to improve the handling and behavior
of the Harley Dyna.  “We have applied all of the
knowledge that we've gained from our Dynamoto
inverted front ends to the design and geometry of
these trees, offering the absolute best set-up, using
stock 49mm forks.”
The 49mm trees have 0 degrees of rake and a
proprietary offset that is said to correct “many of the
bad handling characteristics of the late model Dynas.
The larger surface area of the fork clamps and the
engineered cross-section offer more rigidity and

strength over stock. The use of a bearing tensioning
nut offers positive and secure bearing adjustment.
“These improvements directly affect the behavior of
the front end, making the bike feel lighter, more agile
and more stable at both high and low speeds.”
They come complete and ready to install with a nickel
coated, high-strength alloy steel stem and GPR
steering damper ready; Kraus mounts available “for
the ultimate stability and control.” Kraus triple trees
use OEM H-D stock size neck bearings and
accommodate stock 2006 and up Dyna headlights
and Kraus T-Sport fairing mount, headlight visor
mount, billet headlight visor and lower headlight
mount. 

KRAUS MOTOR CO
Cazadero, California, USA
Tel: 707 632 6252
info@krausmotorco.com
www.krausmotorco.com

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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‘Knee Dragger’ footpegs
For those who like to take a rather more
sporting line through corners, these
strong, knurled grip, ground clearance
configured 'Knee Dragger' footpegs from
Oklahoma City based Brass Balls Cycles
are machined in aerospace grade billet
aluminum. 
Sold in pairs, they are stock fitment

designs that ship with 2 H-D male clevis
and two socket head cap bolts.

BRASS BALLS CYCLES
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA
Tel: 405 270 0995
sales@brassbrallscycles.com
www.brassballsbobbers.com



Available through Drag Specialties, this universal
handlebar audio kit by Hogtunes, Canada, works on
motorcycles, UTVs and ATVs.
The kit includes a handlebar-mounted 50-Watt

amplifier with built-in Bluetooth receiver/controller
and two custom speaker pods with dual 2” speakers.
The dual speaker design keeps these handlebar-
mounted speakers from being too big; all main

components use supplied clamps that fit 7/8”, 1” or
1-1/4” handlebars and are easily adaptable for
custom installations.
The Amp/controller has an additional wired auxiliary
input for GPS, satellite radio etc, and features a high-
level audio output that can be used to add additional
amplifiers.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

www.AMDchampionship.com

Low profile 4” ‘Flare’
Celebrating their 20th anniversary this year, Mitchell,
South Dakota based Klock Werks has released a new
version of its ‘Flare’ windshield, a “sportier, super-
low 4” version for 2014 and up FLHT models.”
Previously the 5” ‘Flare’ was the lowest offered, and
Jennifer Bainbridge, Klock Werks’ Lead R&D
technician, says: “We are responding to the needs of
the market with our new 4” option. It’s important to
provide an optimum height for an array of customers.

With this addition, more customers will reap the
benefits of added stability and reduced head-
buffeting.”
Manufactured in hard-coated polycarbonate, Klock
Werks claim that its patented “hips and flip have
revolutionized the air management market,
improving stability and creating a nice, clean pocket
of air that reduces wind-buffeting.”
The development of what is now Klock Werks’ top-
selling product line has its origins on the Bonneville
salt flats as a solution to front-end lift encountered
at high speed by Laura Klock when racing the world’s
fastest bagger there. The company says the ‘Flare’
was created because of a need for stability and
downforce. 

KLOCK WERKS
Mitchell, South Dakota, USA
Tel: 605 996 3700
info@getklocked.com
www.getklocked.com

All American adds blanks
All American Wheel has added two more
sizes, bringing its range of forged billet
aluminum blanks up to 22. All American say
that, like all their wheel blanks, the new
6061-T6 rotary forged 17x5.5” wheel must
pass a complete 12-point inspection
procedure - “all our wheel blanks feature
the Soft Lip Difference – today’s industry
standard.”
They are made centered, no offset, with
0.750” +.010/-.020 web thickness and
2.550” +.010/-0.000 center bore. The
company says it has also brought the
20x10” wheel blank back in to production.

ALL AMERICAN WHEEL CO
Paramount, California, USA
Tel: 562 602 6560
sales@allamericanwheel.com
www.allamericanwheel.com

Remote fuel
supply for fuel
injected models

Universal handlebar audio kit

Fuel tank removal
is often required
for service and
diagnostics, and
sometimes the
tank may need
to be off while
the engine is
running. This
presents a
problem for fuel
injection
systems that
have the fuel
pump in the
tank. 
To deal with this,
JIMS now offers a
complete “plug and
play” solution…a
compact, remote fuel
tank that is pressurized
with air to supply fuel to the EFI
system. Designed to safely handle the
required pressure, JIMS’ remote fuel supply
can run a motorcycle without being
connected to an air supply. 
Once pressurized, the tank is completely
mobile and can be easily hung from the
handlebar or attached to a workbench or
tool chest. All necessary OEM fittings to
plug directly into the fuel line on all Delphi
fuel-injected Harley models are included
(except for V-Rod). 

JIMS
Camarillo, California, USA
Tel: 805 482 6913
sales@jimsusa.com
www.jimsusa.com
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Kuryakyn has started what it claims will be
a major new product launch program for
the spring of 2017 with the introduction of
its all-new ‘Mesh’ collection.
Described as “loaded with more than 50
direct replacement components for Harley-
Davidson Dyna, Softail, Sportster and
Touring models,” Kuryakyn say “the entire
product line incorporates multi-piece
construction throughout. Most parts utilize

a three-piece design, integrating
chrome or satin black aluminum
outer frames with a satin black
aluminum baseplate that’s
exposed through satin black or
chrome stainless steel mesh
panels.” 
“We worked to really dial in the
mesh design to be a hybrid of
mechanical and industrial
aesthetics,” said Matt Leisch,
Director of Product Management.
“This is one of the largest product
collections we’ve ever rolled out.
The rugged style, combined with
ease of installation and customization, will
appeal to not only core Kuryakyn customers,
but also the emerging group of riders and
builders who want that raw, edgy look for
their bikes.”  
Visible socket-head cap screws are said to
“add a rugged, mechanical appearance and
securely fasten the components in place.
The multi-piece designs easily disassemble
for unlimited custom finish options by end
users, as the baseplates, stainless steel
mesh panels and frames can all be painted
or coated to match any color theme.”
Included in the collection are bolt-on derby,
timing and master cylinder covers for XL,
Twin Cam and Milwaukee-Eight platforms,
as well as caliper covers for FX and FL

models. ‘Mesh’ dash inserts, fuel doors,
saddlebag hinge covers and fairing vent
accents are a handful of highlighted
offerings for bagger models. 
Multi-fit components include ‘Mesh’ gas
caps and L.E.D. fuel and battery voltage
gauges available for tanks equipped with
screw-in caps and/or illuminated fuel
gauges. Rounding out the multi-fit
accessories are replacement bezels for
bullet and flat-style turn signals. 

KURYAKYN
Somerset, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 715 247 5008
salessupport@kuryakyn.com
www.kuryakyn.com

Kuryakyn ‘Mesh’ collection

Trask ’Assault’ series risers
Available through Drag Specialties, these Trask
‘Assault’ series billet aluminum risers are available in
2, 4, 6 and 8-inch rise in polished chrome, black

reverse cut or raw for 1 ¼” and 1” diameter
handlebar clamping areas.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

http://www.airfxusa.com
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‘Hooligan Racer Shocks’ said
to transform Sportsters
Suspension Technologies, a division of Florida based
Yelvington Trikes, say they are shipping their
‘Hooligan Racer Shock for Harley “Hooligan-class
race bikes.” 
“Whether you’re Hooligan-racing or just want more
performance, Suspension Technologies’ Hooligan
shocks for 2000-2017 Harley-Davidson Sportster
models deliver a real performance edge for street
bikes and dirt track racers,” according to Mike Alex,
their shock absorbers specialist.
It is said to be built with premium components in a
technically advanced design “so that it will
significantly increase the capabilities of the bike,
including stopping, accelerating and turning. In
addition, because it is designed for racing
applications, it will reduce fatigue and improve the

rider’s handling and control of the motorcycle.
“Our Hooligan Racer Shock is fully double-
adjustable for compression and rebound and is
offered in three spring rates. We balance the valving
between the piston and the base valve, and this
allows us to get more dampening and deliver a more
consistent, plush and controllable ride.
“To ensure consistency, each shock is hand-
assembled, dyno-tested and matched to 2% of
dampening force. The preload is also adjustable. We
use low pressure nitrogen gas in a monotube body.
This enhances the control of the bike because it
provides a more linear transition from compression
to rebound. Conversely, utilizing high gas pressure
can turn the shock into a de facto gas spring, which
can be difficult to tune.”

The company says that each shock utilizes aircraft
quality 6061 T6 billet aluminum components, which
are anodized for long-term durability and good
looks. 

SUSPENSION TECHNOLOGIES USA
Riverview, Florida, USA
Tel: 813 919 9608
www.suspensiontechnologies.com

RSD ‘Traction’ flat-track race wheels
Manufactured in California by Performance
Machine, these race versions of RSD’s
‘Traction’ flat-track wheels are “built for the
racetrack to provide lightweight, strong
wheels that are capable of surviving the
wide variety of tracks and surfaces that any
race series involves.”
The original billet flat-track wheel was
designed for PM by Roland Sands in 2004.
Race-proven 8-lug hub sets are “finely
machined for accuracy and weight
reduction, matching the 8-lug hub pattern of
the wheel itself. Computerized FEA and real

life testing have come together to produce a
rock solid design that will live with your race
machine for many seasons.”
They are CNC-machined from forged billet
aluminum and come in RSD’s proprietary
‘Black Ops’ anodized finish. Bolt-on billet
hubs are sold separately; they accept all
standard “Barnes style” flat- track race discs
and sprockets with 8-bolt x 3.0” BCD x 2.8”
I.D bolt pattern.
The bolt-on billet front spool hubs for these
wheels use fully sealed, maintenance-free,
deep groove wheel bearings, aluminum
internal bearing spacers and have a narrow
width flat-track/DTX style 20mm axle.
The matching rear hubs are a quick-change
design with knock-off style nuts, and 18-8
stainless steel hardware is included. Hub
applications include 6.5”, 8.0” and 8.4” wide
rears with 25mm axle for Harley XR750 and

XG750R, Kawasaki 650, Indian FTR750 and
Yamaha FZ-07; gloss black anodized finish.

ROLAND SANDS DESIGN
Los Alamitos, California, USA
Tel: 562 493 5297
info@rolandsands.com
www.rolandsands.com

http://www.lepera.com
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Back in Black Pevely, Missouri based manufacturer and distributor
Midwest Motorcycle Supply has added to its Ultima
engine program with their new “Blackout” engine,
and have brought back their black Shovelhead style
engine for 2017.
They are now offering four black finish Ultima Big
Twins – their standard black, the new “Blackout”
finish, their black, nickel plated “Black Gem” finish
and the Black Shovel.
The company says “emphasizing longevity, Ultima El
Bruto engines combine high quality components
with affordable prices for the best value available.
Our proven combinations deliver more horsepower,
and due to our exclusive balancing methods, we feel
they are the smoothest engines on the market
today.”
All castings are made from C356 aluminum, the
engine components are “machined on state of the
art CNC equipment at our Pevely, Missouri facility for
guaranteed dimensional accuracy and repeatability.
Our customers agree, these engines are the best
value anywhere.”
Ultima offers displacements all the way from their
100-cubic incher, which kicks out 110 hp and 110 ft
lb torque, through 107”, 113” (120hp/120 ft lb),
120”, 127” for 140 hp/140 ft lb torque, and their
“King Brute” 140-cubic incher, which is crankshaft
measured to put out 165 hp and 170 ft lb torque.

MIDWEST MOTORCYCLE SUPPLY
Pevely, Missouri, USA
Tel: 636 931 3200
midwest@midwestmc.net
www.midwestmc.net
www.ultimaproducts.com

Blackout

Black Gem

Black
Shovel

Competition
Black
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Low tunnel
‘Mustang’ gas
tanks
These three Paughco ‘Mustang’ tanks are
fabricated with a low tunnel for a
distinctive Old School Chopper look that’s
perfect for contemporary customs with
stretched top tubes. Available in three
capacities (4.0, 4.2 and 4.5 U.S. gallons), the
tanks feature a stock style screw-in filler
and vent. 
Petcock fittings on the left side are 22mm
externally threaded and accept OEM and
aftermarket petcocks. Each tank comes with
threaded hose line fitting for the vent line;
check out the detailed dimension chart on
their website.

PAUGHCO
Carson City, Nevada, USA
Tel: 775 246 5738
info@paughco.com
www.paughco.com

Custom spoke wheels for 2015 and up Indian Scout
New products from Chatsworth, California based HD
Wheels include these direct replacement custom
spoke wheels for 2015 Indian Scouts.
Specially designed hubs allow 40 and 60 spoke
configuration, which can be used either with stock
or Harley-Davidson type (more variety) brake rotors.
Said to be good for use with the stock ABS system
and set-up to run the stock cushioned pulley, 80, 90,
100 or 120 spoke wheel configurations are also
available for use with Harley style rotors, pulleys and
sprockets (rigid mounted).

Featuring steel or aluminum rims, lightweight billet
aluminum hubs and stainless steel spokes, HD
Wheels say they can offer dealers and custom bike
builders “an almost infinite range of configurations
and style and finish options.”

HD WHEELS
Chatsworth, California, USA
818 887 9065
info@hdwheels.com
www.hdwheels.com
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Magnum ‘Caliber’ handlebar kits
Pittsford, New York based specialist
Magnum Shielding’s new ‘Caliber’ handlebar
kits fit 1 1/4” Bagger and Ape Hanger styles
with 12”, 14” and 16” height options for
select ABS and non-ABS models.
Described as the industry’s only truly
complete kit that now combines matching
braided brake lines and control cables with
their new chrome plated or black
powdercoat finish premium quality ‘Caliber’
handlebars. These bars are machined for
internal wiring and pre-loaded with E-Z pull-
thru sleeving “to make wiring installations a
breeze.” 
The control mounts are machined, not
swaged, with tight round mandrel drawn
bends for optimal appearance and fitment.
The kit includes the ‘Caliber’ handlebars and
all needed throttle and idle cables, washers,
hardware and terminated wiring extensions.

MAGNUM SHIELDING
Pittsford, New York, USA
Tel: 585 381 8380
info@magnumshielding.com
www.magnumshielding.com

Check out Magnum's newly re-built website -
including comprehensive fitment and application

guides, technical brake hose and control cable
fitment and maintenance advice

Dahlonega, Georgia based Hawg Halters has
announced the launch of these new billet fork
covers. 
“These stunning taper-cut covers are manufactured
in our Georgia facility in aerospace grade 6061–T6
heat-treated aluminum and available in chrome,
black and shadow cut, with classic smooth or cut-
out styles.”
The new HHI covers fit both early and late model
touring bike applications and come in +1 to + 4
inch lengths to fit applications from stock to 32
inches.
These new fork leg covers have been designed to
give the custom builder an out of the box solution
to longer front ends and big wheel conversions.

HAWG HALTERS INC.
Dahlonega, Georgia, USA
Tel: 877 442 5837
info@hawghalters.com
www.hawghalters.com

Billet fork leg covers

Mikuni is offering these finishing touch black
powder-coated custom tops for their popular line of
Mikuni HSR performance carburetors. 
The top kits come complete as shown with new
stainless hex head screws and washers, a hex key
wrench, new top cover gasket and a retro Mikuni
decal for your tool box; they fit Mikuni HSR 42 and
45 carbs. 

MIKUNI AMERICAN CORP
Northridge, California, USA
Tel: 818 885 1242
www.mikunipower.com

Mikuni
custom 
black tops
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Firebrand 2017 touring slip-ons
Anaheim, California based manufacturer
Firebrand Design says it is now shipping slip-
ons for the 2017 M-8 Tourer line-up. Available
chrome plated or black ceramic coated,
Firebrand offers three price-point options.

Their entry level are 4” ‘Loose Cannon’ slip-
ons with distinguishing flash-suppressor end
treatments, race-inspired high performance
2.5” free flowing baffles with stainless cores
and dual layer packing, and optional easy-
install Quiet Insert.
Described as “engineered to maximize power
in both stock and high-performance motors,”
they fit with extended saddlebags and skirts.
Firebrand ‘Grand Prix’ slip-ons “take
Firebrand’s aggressive styling to the next
level. Inspired by the MotoGP race circuit,
chrome hex end treatments nesting inside
contrasting black ceramic coated billet end
caps are a stand-out design hallmark.”
The 4” muffler bodies come with free
flowing, stainless high performance
perforated core baffles wrapped in dual-
density packing. Described as engineered for
larger displacement motors, Firebrand say
they deliver increased performance “and a
sound so deep you can feel it.”
‘Grand Prix’ slip-ons are compatible with OEM
and most aftermarket head pipes, and fit with
extended saddlebags and skirts.
Firebrand’s top of the range slip-on offer for
2017 Tourers (including Tri-Glides,
Freewheeler and those with extended and
skirted bags), their 4” ‘Baritones’ have a
choice of 4-position rotatable chromed, black
or contrast-cut billet aluminum end caps.
Featuring the same race-derived 2.5”
perforated core baffles wrapped in dual
density packing that were developed for their
‘Grand-Prix’ slip-ons, they too fit with
extended saddlebags and skirts and are said
to be “engineered to produce a deep bass
tone and increased performance in both stock
and modified engines.” 

FIREBRAND DESIGN, LLC
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 632 1300
customerservice@firebrandmotorcycle.com
www.firebrandmotorcycle.com

Baritone

Grand Prix

Loose Cannon

Reverse pulley for
Harley Tourers 
Back in the summer of 2016, at the Sturgis
Motorcycle Rally to be exact, Seminole, Florida based
Yelvington USA unveiled a patented new design of a
mechanical reverse pully for Harley Tourers.
The Yelvington reverse engagement is simple: “It’s
just so natural,” explained Mark Russell, Yelvington’s
Director of Sales and Marketing. “Just flip a switch
and ease out the clutch. Once engaged, the pulley
rotates normally, while the wheel rotates in reverse.
To move forward, just flip a switch and ease out the
clutch. 
“Installation is also simple - there are no
modifications to the motorcycle and the install is 100
percent reversible.”
Yelvington say they are “a state-of-the-art company
involved with cutting-edge products for both the
conventional V-twin market and the motorcycle trike

conversion market. All products are aerospace
designed, CNC precision built and manufactured in
the USA.”

YELVINGTON TRIKES
Seminole, Florida, USA
Tel: 727 233 3610
www.ytrikes.com

Versatile
polycarbonate
‘Mohawk’ fork-
mount windshields  

Maywood, Illinois based National Cycle has
continued the minimalist, sporty design tradition that
they are known for with their famous Flyscreen with
the new ‘Mohawk’ – an updated design that features
a taller and wider size, with a special ‘V’ profile for
added wind management. 
As with their established Flyscreen, the new
‘Mohawk’ is adaptable to many motorcycles –
cruisers, standards and naked style street and sport
bikes.
Utilizing the Flyscreen’s mounting hardware, so there
is a lot of built-in versatility, the fork tube mounts are
available in three different diameters, while the
headlight mounts will fit almost any bike with
traditional left/right headlight mount brackets.
Features include thick 4.5mm dark tint, hard coated
polycarbonate for durability and “long lasting good
looks,” state-of-the-art manufacturing, smooth
radius edges, superb forming and sharp optical
quality.
A new 44-51mm diameter fork clamp has been
added to the available application options, which is
said to eliminate the need for excessive fork gaskets.
Patented brackets are engineered for fork width
adjustment from 8.5”-11.0” (21.6 - 28.0cm)
spacing and high strength, lightweight, machined
steel brackets have the look of custom billet.
All National Cycle polycarbonate windscreens are
protected by a 3-year warranty against breakage.
Fork-mount ‘Mohawks’ are available with chrome or
black mounts and fit up to 43mm and 52-56mm O.D.
fork tubes, with 44-51mm versions coming soon;
headlight-mount ‘Mohawks’ (also with chrome or
black mounts) also available. Check out their
website/distributor catalogs for a full bike specific
fitment chart.

NATIONAL CYCLE INC.
Maywood, Illinois, USA
Tel: +1 708 343 0400
sales@nationalcycle.com
www.nationalcycle.com
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Tank Tail Bag

Langcourt launches new
Arsenal Racecraft
performance V-twin division 
Auburn, Alabama based Langcourt Performance has
announced the addition of a new performance
division - Arsenal Racecraft - to develop performance
parts and kits for Harley-Davidson and Indian
Motorcycles.  
Arsenal Racecraft says it has “some of the best
names in the motorcycle world as development
partners“ in Matt Smith Racing, CP-Carrillo Pistons,
Andrews Cams and Derek Churchwell of DC V-Twin.
Their new performance kit for Harley-Davidson Twin
Cam 103ci 2007 and later engines consists of using
OEM H-D cylinders “coated with our proprietary LP-
F1 coating, which results in increased hp, durability
and heat reduction.“
The kit also includes AR bullet pistons, developed and
manufactured for Arsenal Racecraft by CP-Carrillo,
and AR cams developed and manufactured for
Arsenal Racecraft by Andrews Cams.
The OEM H-D heads, custom ported by 2-time NHRA
Pro Stock Motorcycle World Champion Matt Smith
Racing, are then scanned and replicated on
Langcourt's Rottler 5 Axis CNC with proprietary
“Dimple Port Technology“.
Development partner DC V-Twin used a stock 2014
Harley-Davidson Street Glide with a VHR Pro Pipe
and a SE Heavy Breather as the test bike, and the
Dyno results were 78.4 hp and 99.5 ft lbs of torque.
When the AR-107 kit was bolted on, it went to 131.7
hp and 117.8 ft lbs of torque. 
AR claim that is an industry best +65% increase in
horsepower “turning a standard Harley-Davidson

into a performance machine that has been
extensively tested. This Arsenal Racecraft
Performance Kit will provide industry-leading
performance with bulletproof durability that will
outperform anything else on the market.“
The company went on to say that it plans to release
its performance parts catalog for Indian motorcycles
in the first quarter of 2017.
CEO John Silseth stated that “Arsenal has a
tremendous opportunity to be an important player in
the motorcycle aftermarket industry.“ 
Colbert Seagraves, VP of Marketing & Racing
Operations, had this to say: “As a collective team we
have developed a superior product, utilizing stock
parts and giving the riding enthusiast a better
performing ride.“
Langcourt Performance provides proprietary
advanced cylinder technology services for cylinder
blocks and cylinder heads to its approximately 1000
powersports dealers.

LANGCOURT PERFORMANCE
Auburn, Alabama, USA
Tel: 334 887 9633
info@langcourtperformance.com
www.arsenalracecraft.com

4" high performance mufflers with billet tips
These 4” high performance mufflers by Khrome
Werks are said to produce “rich deep tones without
the high-frequency whine that plagues other
systems.”
The exhaust gases travel through a high-flow baffle
assembly and exit through a series of radially
punched holes. They are 16-gauge absorptive
mufflers with 1.75" inlets and billeted tips; available
in chrome, black or Khrome Werks’ proprietary
‘Eclipse’ finish, a high temperature, black chrome
electroplate.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA

Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com
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‘Voyager’ luggage

New from Burly Brand, the ‘Voyager’
luggage line includes detachable
saddlebags, tool roll, roll top backpack,
tank/tail bag and magnetic map tank
screen.
Made from 500gsm wet waxed, UV treated
cotton canvas with leather panelling and
straps, features include what Burly are
calling “high quality moto-centric” speed
buckles and zippers and an “anti-flail snap
system.”

BURLY BRAND
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 714 523 8700
info@burlybrand.com
www.burlybrand.com

Saddlebag
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HardDrive adds more options
Boise, Idaho based HardDrive, the V-twin
industry specific parts and accessory
program being developed by Western Power
Sports (WPS), continues to add to a fast
growing dealer offer headed up by former
Custom Chrome Inc/Custom Chrome Europe
Product Director Gunnar Heinemeyer.

ABS saddlebags

These HardDrive ABS saddlebags are said to offer
“superior quality at an excellent price point. Made in
thick ABS, with full 4” stretch, they are sold raw out
of the mold and require minimal prep work for
paint”.  Sets are sold with bottoms and lids only -
which will require the OE hardware, latches with
covers and gaskets. For those running short or 2:1
exhausts, HardDrive say they offer block-off plates to
accommodate custom design needs; applications
include ’97-‘13 and ’14-up tourers. 

Aquatic AV Sirius XM
Bluetooth stereo

This waterproof plug-n-play Sirius XM ready
Bluetooth stereo has a built-in 288W amplifier with
a storage compartment behind the faceplate in
which you can charge your device via USB while in
use. Utilize the stock hand controls or use the rotary
knob on the removable face plate; dummy
faceplate/dust cover included. 

Forbidden Motorcycles risers
and moto bars

Hayward, California based Forbidden Motorcycles
risers feature a 1-1/8” clamping area that utilize MX
style moto bars; the 9” or 11” raw or black risers
have a 6061-T6 aluminum top clamp and are already
pre-drilled for internal wiring; compatible with pre-
drilled Fly Racing moto bars with 1” ends for stock
controls; bars are available in black, silver, gold 
and red. 

FXR Tracker swingarm

New from Kirk Taylor’s Novato, California based
Custom Design Studio, this FXR Tracker swingarm is
said to take the flex out of the rear end of the FXR
by adding a lower brace to stiffen the construction
of the otherwise stock looking swingarm. HardDrive
say they recommend the use of Paughco’s spherical
bearing upgrade kit to further improve the stability.

HardDrive 1.25” 
ape hangers

Harley changed things up a bit and has been offering
models with 1.25” diameter bars through the
clamping area, so HardDrive is offering an
economical upgrade - these comfortable, standard
apes are available in both chrome and satin black
and come in sizes 12”, 14”, 16”, 18” and 20”.  They
are pre-drilled and ready for internal wiring;
HardDrive 1.25” risers also available.

HardDrive AGM high-
performance batteries

Said to have been designed specifically for American
V-twin models, the heavy duty textured casing and
tight-pack absorbed glass mat separators provide
rigidity against vibration; solid brass thread in
terminals assures a long lasting, tight connection.
The calcium alloy technology is said to improve the
cold cranking power and help give the battery a
longer life. These high-performance batteries are
factory activated and sonically sealed, which allows
for angled battery mounting options. 

West Eagle solo seat mount
kit

For convincing and clean bobber styling, West Eagle
spring or solid mount solo seat kits include a black
gel coated frame cover, front seat mount, 2” seat
springs (unless purchasing a solid mount
application), steel rear bracket and hardware. Solo
seats are sold separately and West Eagle has plenty
of classic options to choose from; applications
include Softails ’00-up, Dynas ’91-up and Sportsters
’04-‘06 and ’10-up.  

HARDDRIVE V-TWIN
Boise, Idaho, USA
Tel: 208 376 8400
orders@hdtwin.com
www.hdtwin.com
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‘Bomber’ riding boot
Rockford, Michigan based Bates Footwear say their
Bomber riding boot “is 100% sourced and
manufactured in the United States, and offers
motorcyclists premium performance, protection
and all-day comfort both on and off the bike.”  
Bates say their product design team drew
inspiration from the company’s military heritage,
“incorporating motorcycle-specific features and
materials into their tried and true military boot
platform. The result is a sturdy yet comfortable 9-
inch riding boot that features water-resistant
leather and nylon uppers with a rugged 

Vibram outsole.”
Poron XRD impact foam in both side panels offers
ankle protection, while leather toe shift
reinforcements ensure longevity.  Additional
features include Dri-Lex lining, leather heel pull and
leather toe shift reinforcement. 

BATES FOOTWEAR
Rockford, Michigan, USA
Tel: 616 460 6111
customerservice@batesfootwear.com
www.batesfootwear.com

Oversized rotor XL brake kit
Italian specialist Free Spirits say this new
brake kit for most 2014 and up 883/1200
Sportsters “gives greater fade
resistance” and uses the OEM master
cylinder and brake line. 
The ABS compatible kit includes a new
design of CNC-machined heavy duty
floating bracket (black anodized), and
fully floating oversized (320mm) front
brake rotor with high-quality, fully
tempered braking band, alloy hub and
buttons. It uses the OEM master cylinder
and brake line and mounts easily on the
existing fittings for a fully reversible
install.

FREE SPIRITS S.r.l.
Carrè (VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0445 390437
info@freespirits.it
www.freespiritsparts.com

http://www.spintrue.us
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OE+ hydraulic cam chain
tensioner conversion kits
Available through Drag Specialties, these OE+ kits by
Californian performance specialist Feuling allow
engine builders to update early style mechanical cam
chain tensioner Twin Cam engines to the late style
hydraulic cam chain tensioner systems while mixing
and matching components.
Whether using a Feuling cam chest kit with
conversion camshafts, Feuling conversion cam plate
oiling system with stock style ‘99-‘06 camshafts
and/or conversion camshafts with a combination of
factory, SE, Delkron or S&S oiling systems, these kits
are said to offer endless combinations.
The U.S.A. made kits include cam and crank
sprockets, sprocket alignment spacers, inner and
outer cam chains and inner and outer hydraulic
tensioner assemblies.
Also seen here, Feuling 17 and 34-tooth cam chain
drive sprockets for ’07-’16 Twin Cams are machined
in steel as stock replacement roller chain drive
sprockets that also work on ’99-’06 engines when
upgrading to the hydraulic cam chain tensioners
using the roller chain.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

One of the many available permutations, this OE+ hydraulic cam chain tensioner conversion kit by
Feuling is for use when updating a ’99-‘01 Magneti Marelli ignition system model engine with cam
position sensor to the hydraulic cam chain tensioner system – requires an ’07-’16 style oiling system;
also available for ’01-’06 Delphi ignition models and for Delphi or Magneti Marelli ’99-’06 style
camshafts with the stock style splined drive camshafts and conversion cam plate, which allows the use
of a hydraulic tensioner system

Stock replacement 17 and 34-tooth roller chain
drive sprockets

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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The ‘Compression’
jacket from Black
Brand
Described as
being made from
top grain leather
with an
asymmetric
leather racing
stripe overlay,
this “sleek jacket
offers plenty of
hidden pockets
and vents to give
multi-season riding capability,” according to
the company.
Features include YKK zippers, including
zippered sleeves, reflective trim, snap-fit
quilted, insulated, removable liner, an
embossed Black Brand skull and the word
“Black” on the shoulder, plus a six-year
manufacturer's warranty against defects. A
donation is made to ‘Homes for Our Troops’
for each jacket sold. 

BLACK BRAND
Irvine, Worth, Texas, USA
Tel: 844 676 2416
blackbrandinfo@blackbrandmc.com
www.blackbrandmc.com

RC adds 2017 wheel designs
Bowling Green, Kentucky based RC Components has
added three new designs to its lifetime warranty backed
forged wheels program for 2017.
The 5-spoke ‘Clutch’, the 10-spoke ‘Maverick’ and the

‘Illusion’ are available in sizes from 16” to 30” in chrome,
black eclipse or gloss black finish in the case of the ‘Illusion’.
Selected designs and fitments across the RC range are
available with standard, “linked” or no ABS options and
choice of matching front (left and right) and rear floating
rotors, pulleys, sprockets and air cleaners. 
Wheels can be delivered with mounted and balanced
Avon Cobra tires. Founded in 1989, and also in the
exhausts and EFi tuning markets, RC Components wheels
are distributed by Drag Specialties; the company says
there are more than 10,000 RC Components dealers in
over 30 countries.

RC COMPONENTS
Bowling Green, Kentucky, USA
Tel: 270 842 6000
rcc@rccomponents.com
www.rccomponents.com

Illusion

Maverick

Clutch

http://www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl


Softail Slim power gains and noise control

Austrian performance exhaust and sound control
specialist Remus has EEC homologated slip-ons
available for the Softail Slim - Harley’s best-selling
model in Europe.
Made in stainless steel, it is available in chrome or
black with six interchangeable billet end cap options.

Featuring Remus’ CAN-bus controlled noise control
mechanical valve system with sound modulation via
push button switch, Remus’ dyno-testing confirms
power increases of up to +4 hp over stock in the mid-
range, with the valve open, and up to +6 Nm
increased torque at around 4,800 rpm.

REMUS INNOVATION
Baernbach, AUSTRIA
Tel: +43 (0)3142 6900 0
office@remus.at
www.remus.eu

The CAN-bus controlled mechanical valve system has sound
modulation with a push button switch

The Softail Slim is Harley’s best-selling model in Europe

Perforated Rolled Up Slash Cut Sniper Straight End Tapered

http://www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl
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Hand-crafted
‘Ripple’ style
steel fenders

Buckley, Washington State based Cooper
Smithing Co is home to a very special and
highly driven hand-craftsman in Joe Cooper,
a man who takes traditional craftsmanship
seriously - “By hammer and hand do all
things stand.” 
His ‘Ripple’ style steel fenders (seen here
for 16” wheels) have a fully circumferential
3/8” beaded edge for improved rigidity.
Measuring 33” long, they are available with
either 6” or 5 1/4” ID width.
European distributor W&W Cycles say that,
apparently, you can put these beauties onto
motorcycles and get them all wet and dirty;
but, really? Would you really want to do
anything other than simply give them some
moody backlighting in the corner of the den
and just admire and caress them?

W&W CYCLES AG
Wuerzburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)931 250 61 16
sales@wwag.com
www.wwag.com

‘Throttle Hog’ for cable-
operated Big Twins
S&S Cycle has cable-operated ‘Throttle Hog’ throttle
bodies available for 2002-’17 Harley-Davidson Big
Twins with cable-operated throttles.
Available in 58mm for stock or mildly built engines
or 66mm for big inch engines, the company says
both deliver more air flow and improved
performance. 
S&S ‘Stealth’ air cleaners are available to fit both
dimensions.
‘Throttle Hogs’ feature a simple one-piece design for
easy installation and stock appearance; they are
compatible with stock sensors, fuel rail and throttle
cables and available in wrinkle black powder-coat
finish to match the stock design.
Sealed, stainless steel throttle shaft with dual roller
bearings make for smooth operation and no air
leaks; the kit includes hardened steel flanges and
seals; sold outright - no stock throttle body
exchange is required.

S&S CYCLE INC.
Viola, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 627 1497
sscust@sscycle.com
www.sscycle.com
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Available through Drag Specialties, these Paul Yaffe
designed Bagger Nation ‘Cult-45’ collector 2-into-1
systems feature a radical “kick-out” design, chrome
or black plated finish and “ferocious exhaust roar.”
Made in mild steel with full coverage 2.5” header
heat shields, they fit with stock or extended bags,
Bagger Nation ‘Swoop’ side covers and feature a
huge 4.5” ‘Speed Freak’ tip; for ‘07-‘16 FLT/ FLHT/
FLHR/ FLHX/ FLTR; mounting hardware included.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Paul Yaffe’s “Ferocious Roar”
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‘Mohican’ by Arrow
Well known Italian exhaust manufacturer Arrow
Special Parts (also known for their Giannelli
performance exhaust system brand) has created an
all new exhaust program for Harley-Davidson
applications.
Arrow’s new ‘Mohican’ program is said to include
mufflers that boast up to 40 percent reduced weight
compared to the stock exhausts they replace, and
improved performance of around +10 percent on
average.
The Perugia, Italy based manufacturer brings over 30
years of performance exhaust development and
manufacturing experience to the market –

experience that has included winning more than 20
world titles in Superbike, Supersport, Off-Road and
Supermotard.
Down the years Arrow has been an OE manufacturer
for the likes of Piaggio, Aprilia, Moto Guzzi, Triumph
and MV Agusta among others.
The new ‘Mohican’ range is design-optimized at
Arrow’s extensive in-house R&D facility, with
headers and silencers using EN 1.4301 stainless
steel, a base metal in a special proprietary stainless
steel alloy that is finished in chrome or in a gloss or
matt black painted finish, using a specially developed
ceramic based, heat-resistant paint.
Heat shields are available for many of the
applications. The range meets the pre-existing EC
requirements, with Euro 4 certifications due for
finalization any time now and work underway with
Tim Calhoun’s SpeedMob operation in the United
States (Arrow’s established U.S. importer/distributor)
to meet CARB requirements as soon as possible.
The initial range features 2-into-2 and 2-into-1
complete systems for Tourers, and 2-into-1s for
Softails, Dynas, Sportsters and Street models.
Subject to application range, features include carbon
fiber end caps throughout, removable db killers and
built-in oxygen sensor plugs.

ARROW SPECIAL PARTS S.r.l.
San Giustino (PG), ITALY
Tel: +39 0758 61811
info@arrow.it
www.arrow.it

Dyna

Softail

Sportster

Dyna
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Arrow’s Perugia, Italy, global headquarters

All ‘Mohican’
exhausts are
hand-finished

Arrow’s manufacturing capabilities are among
the most advanced in Europe

‘Mohican’ at EICMA 2016

www.AMDchampionship.com
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Custom Heelboard for Tourers 
is made to order
Dennis Sauro is celebrating
embarking on the eighth
year in business for his
Exton, Pennsylvania based
Top Down Products with the
launch of the Heelboard. 
Denis says that “the
Heelboard design came as a
result of me trading in my
Night Rod Special for a new
2015 Road Glide Special. I
quickly became comfortable
with the touring bike
features and swear to never
go back!
“The more I rode for longer distances, the
more I realized I needed more options for
stretching out my legs. The first thing that
came to mind was highway pegs. I have
been on other bikes with them, but for me,
I'm not a fan. They look like an
afterthought, functional but not very
appealing, and require the legs to be lifted
higher up.
“I quickly realized that my preferred
placement for my feet was to have them
resting on the front edge of the stock
floorboard. This position opened up both
my knees and my hip for better blood flow,
and also allowed my legs to rest and not
worry about the wind blowing my feet off.
The only problem with the stock boards was
that the rounded front edge made my foot
slide off to the side, then off the board. I
realized I needed a board shape that would
cradle my heel.
“The initial Heelboard concept started as a
3D Printed prototype, with which I was able
to garner feedback. The reaction told me
that what was needed was a rider
floorboard that was wider, longer and less
aggressive in appearance. Also, while the
initial concept only allowed for the top deck
to be changed to a different material or
finish, later on I had the idea to have
multiple layers. This approach would allow
me to offer a Heelboard that could be

customized with countless variation
between the upper deck and the secondary
lower deck, all mounted together on
vibration isolation grommets, and secured
to the main body of the Heelboard.”
The final product is made in durable
aluminum construction throughout, with an
integrated "Heel-Rest" design that is
“stylish, yet highly functional. The top deck
plate can be customized with a laser cut-out
with a durable anti-slip surface; the lower
deck can be customized with your choice of
hydro-dipped graphic or to color-match the
bike.
The main board can be chrome, gloss or
satin powder-coated; dampeners located
between the Heelboard body and decking
isolate the rider’s foot from vibration; direct
bolt-on installation provides easy mounting. 
“The mounting system provided with the
Heelboard allows for three different
mounting distances from rider's position.
This provides the best possible leg
extension, depending on your leg length.
Each kit comes with all required hardware
for direct mounting; all Heelboards are
made to order.” 

TOP DOWN PRODUCTS
Exton, Pennsylvania, USA
Tel: 610 812 4089
sales@topdownproducts.com
www.topdownproducts.com
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New in the Motorcycle
Storehouse 
Brixton apparel

The Brixton clothing story started in 2004 with three
friends with a shared view on lifestyle, music, culture
and people subjecting their sense of current taste
and trends to a giant dose of commitment – 12 years
later and Brixton has developed into a brand “where
modern and traditional styles meet and are merged
into a collection filled with unique, limited and high-
end quality characteristics.”

MX style floorboards

These Burly Brand MX style steel floorboards are TIG
welded for strength and available in satin black
powder-coated finish. The serrated surface is said to
offer a bite that makes these boards “offer superior
grip for easy riding in standard to extreme
situations.” Available for ‘84-‘17 FLST/FLS; ‘12-‘16
FLD; ‘84-‘17 FLT/Touring; rider floorboards (for ‘93-
‘17 FLT/Touring) fit models with stock passenger
floorboard mount.

LED taillight

These EC approved black anodized Conero LED
taillights feature a contrast machined aluminum
housing; they have 4 SMD 12V 1 Watt LEDs and
install with two M4 threaded mount holes with
36mm center to center distance; dimensions are
45mm wide x 11mm high x 12mm deep. Available
with red or smoke lens (no license plate illumination).

LED headlamp interference
eliminator

After installing a LED headlamp unit you may find
the radio is suffering from electronic interference.
This universal wiring terminal is designed to help
eliminate the electromagnetic noise that causes that
radio interference. Plug-in installation - okay for rear-
mounted antennas. 

MOTORCYCLE STOREHOUSE BV
Bedum, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)50 303 9775
info@mcseurope.nl
www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl
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CUSTOMIZED

Koelnmesse GmbH, messeplatz 1, 50679 ColoGne, DeutsCHlanD

CUSTOMIZED2018 3-7 OCTObEr

IN
TERMOT

www.amdchampionship.com customized.intermot-cologne.com

XIIV

Championship website now fully updated
the acclaimed amD World Championship website is a unique and uniquely powerful 
internationally recognized custom motorcycle design resource. If features full results, 
photography and tech specs of the nearly 1,000 custom bike builds from around the 

world that have competed since 2004 - nearly 5,000 photos in total.
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2017 AFFILIATES
 Irish Motorbike & Scooter Show
 Dublin, Ireland, March 3 – 5, 2017

 Moscow Custom & Tuning Show
 Moscow, Russia, April 21 - 23, 2017

 Biker Fest International/Italian Bike Week
 Lignano Sabbiadoro, Udine, Italy, May 18-21, 2017
 The final of the Italian Motorcycle Championship.

 Custom Bike Show
 Norrtaellje, Sweden, June 3rd 2017

 The Championship of the Americas
 AIMExpo, Columbus, Ohio, September 21 - 24, 2017

XIIV

2018
EnTry fOrMS 

avaIlablE 
OnlInE nOw
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Kerker 4” slip-ons

Drag Specialties is offering these 4” Kerker ‘Stout’
and ‘Slash-Cut’ slip-ons by SuperTrapp.
Kerker ‘Stouts’ feature streamlined, internally
tapered billet aluminum end caps with recessed
fasteners pre-installed.
Said to provide a “bold, strong power curve from
mid-range on up, with significant horsepower and
torque gains over the stock mufflers they replace, the
4” bodies are available in chrome or black ceramic,
with inlets shaped for better flow into OEM and
SuperTrapp True Dual headpipes.
Kerker 4” ‘Slash-Cuts’ feature chrome finish, a 45-

degree slash end design and a proven Kerker high-
performance, deep sounding, fiberglass wrapped,
rebuildable core.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

‘Stouts’ – “bold, strong
power curve from 
mid-range up”

‘Slash-Cuts’ – high performance,
deep sounding, 
fiberglass wrapped,
rebuildable core

‘Widowmaker’ touring saddle

www.AMDchampionship.com

Available for 2009-2017 H-D Touring
models, Hollister, California based Corbin
Saddles say they have “taken the concept
of the solo design Wall saddle and merged
it with our two-up Gambler model to come
up with the Widowmaker.”
Featuring six inches of vertical back support
in the rider's area while keeping a low
profile without external backrest, Corbin
say their ‘Widowmaker’ is “perfect for when
a less reclined posture is desired.”
Also ideal for performance upgraded
Tourers, the design is said to “eliminate hot
spots and increase riding time - even with
such a low profile. The passenger seating
area is built to keep a slick look, but the use

of our high-density Comfort Cell foam still
provides comfort and support.”
Designed to work alone or in conjunction
with the Harley-Davidson sissybar, it is
available with the option of electric seat
heater in the front for an added bit of
luxury. Wiring easily into the stock H-D
fusebox, the Corbin seat heater is controlled
via a conveniently located switch along the
rider seating position on the left side - just
wire in the Corbin supplied pigtail. 

CORBIN
Hollister, California, USA
Tel: 831 634 1100
www.corbin.com
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Air cleaner kits for 
vintage Harleys

Zodiac continues to add to its fast-growing range
of restoration parts for older models with these air
cleaner kits, described as “perfect reproductions”
of the OEM parts found on 1935 thru 1940 and
1941 thru 1955 models. 

“Bagger Blues” stretched
saddlebags and speaker lids

These Zodiac exclusive fiberglass saddlebag bodies
and speaker lids are made in the Netherlands in
precision build moulds by Double G Baggers.
Described as a perfect replacement for the stock
hard shell luggage, they are 6” (15cm) longer at
the underside to provide an “unparalleled
stretched look,” and have a lean angle clearance
so the underside doesn’t drag on the pavement
when cornering.
Bags for 1993 thru 2008 models come complete
with a matching rear fender cover; bags for 2009
thru 2013 models come complete with a full rear
fender. The fiberglass saddlebag speaker lids fit
both stock and aftermarket hard shell luggage on
1993 thru 2013 Touring models and are ready to

take 6 1/2” speakers. Bags and lids come with a
white gel coat finish; hardware available
separately. 

S&S cam chest upgrade kits

For a complete cam chest upgrade in one labor-
saving performance boosting step, S&S cam chest
upgrade kits include everything required to refresh
all 1999 to 2017 Twin Cams. The kits include S&S
performance cams, a replacement for the stock oil
pump, cam support plate, push rods and tappets.
The cam chest can also be upgraded to the 2007-
up style oil pump system and S&S hydraulic cam
chain tensioners, offering “improved engine
performance, better, more consistent oil pressure
and no more worries about expensive cam chain
failure.” Kits are available for use with the OEM
chain drive or complete with the S&S famous gear
drive; the highest lift versions feature E-Z start
cams. 

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL BV
Mijdrecht, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)297 288 621
sales@zodiac.nl
www.zodiac.nl

Memphis Shades
spoiler windshields
for Batwing fairings

Designed to be looked over, this spoiler
windshield diffuses the air stream,
effectively slowing the flow, without
buffeting, and is made of aircraft-grade
Lucite “for excellent optics and durability.”
Available through Drag Specialties, they
come in 5”, 6.5” and 9” heights and mount
to Memphis Shades’ popular Batwing
fairings with the existing hardware.
Available in smoke (a medium tint with 30%
visible light transmission) or ghost (a light
black tint with 85% visible light
transmission) and solar (a light bronze tint
with 72% visible light transmission) with
optically correct vertical portion and
gradient black lower portions.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Made in three tint
choices of aircraft
grade Lucite

Available in
5”, 6.5” and,
as seen here,
9” heights

Euro 4 compliant sound-adjustable exhausts
European sound-adjustable exhaust specialist Dr.
Jekill & Mr. Hyde say their electronically adjustable
exhaust systems are ready for the new, stricter Euro
4 regulations that came into effect in Europe on
January 1st 2017.
“Our electronically adjustable exhaust systems form
the bridge between law and love,” the company says,
“offering riders the sound of an open exhaust at the
touch of a button without ever breaching the strict
Euro 4 norms. Thanks to a complete redesign of our
hardware and software, our Smart Valve System
reacts according to the Euro 4 rules in all modes. This
allows anyone to select between a silent or
distinctive and dark sound, knowing they are always
riding 100% legal throughout the EU.

“There is more to Euro 4 than meets the ear when it
comes to our electronically adjustable exhaust
systems. Aside from sound restrictions at certain
gears, speeds and rpm, we have also had to take into

account new rules focused on emission and
performance. Thanks to extensive research and
development we have ensured all our new systems
comply with the Euro 4 norm on all aspects.”
The company says it is kicking-off its Euro 4 approved
line of electronically adjustable exhaust systems with
a range specifically designed for the 2017 Touring
107 models, with other model applications to follow
within weeks.

THE JEKILL & HYDE COMPANY
Belfeld (Venlo), NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)77 308 1070  
info@jekillandhyde.nl
www.jekillandhyde.nl
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Californian performance exhaust manufacturer TBR
(Two Brothers Racing) is adding to its ‘Comp’ series
exhaust system program with a new application for
the Indian Scout. 
Said to be “designed and tuned for maximum torque
and increased horsepower,” the ‘Comp’ series for the
Indian Scout is made in mandrel-bent stainless steel
tubing with carbon fiber end cap, with all TIG welds
done by hand. The company says that the “spiral-
wound perforated core creates an unparalleled
sound.” 
The exhaust system includes a heat shield, 

and is available in brush finish of ceramic
black and accepts the stock O2 sensor. 

Upswept ‘Comp’ series for Scout

Mustang ‘Revere’ and ‘Super Tripper’ options
The ‘Revere’ seat by Mustang for Dyna, FL,
Softail and Sportster models in a choice of
finishes has been “artfully hand-crafted by
Mustang’s New England craftsmen,”
according to the company.
They feature purpose-built pans,
“distinctive accents and vintage styled
covers that truly are an extension of the
rider.”
Also seen here, Mustang’s ‘Super Tripper’

seat is said to allow for a
lower and further back
riding position on 2008-17 FL
models.
The 13.5” wide driver seat
provides “maximum seating
radius, plus sits the rider
slightly lower and 1” further
back compared to Mustang’s
top selling Day Tripper seats.

The passenger seating area is 10” wide.”
Two different cover patterns “reflect the
rider’s personal style - the Super Tripper
‘Classic’ with traditional black stitch lines,
or the Super Tripper ‘Carbon Fiber’ that
features a carbon fiber vinyl center panel
with detailed gun metal stitching.”
Mustang use marine-grade fiberglass
baseplates, proprietary comfort foam and
individually sewn covers.

MUSTANG MOTORCYCLE PRODUCTS
Three Rivers, Massachusetts, USA
Tel: 413 668 1100
sales@mustangseats.com
www.mustangseats.com

Revere - Journey Diamond

Super Tripper - Classic

‘Seventies Line’ retro style hand-control options
If you are looking for high quality details
for your retro build or conversion, Italian
made and designed ‘Seventies Line’
handlebar controls by Kustom Tech are
just what you need.
Available as brake and clutch levers for
1” and 7/8” handlebars, with 12mm
(15/32”) or 14mm (9/16”) bore piston
master cylinders, they are available in a

selection of 4 different finishes from
polished and raw to satin and black.
Machined from forged aluminum, they
are fully rebuildable and feature a retro
style finned cover and smooth,
ergonomically shaped lever; replacement
levers and brass clutch and M110x1
thread brake cable register also
available.

KUSTOM TECH
Monteoriolo Impruneta, Firenze, ITALY
Tel: +39 055 208204
info@kustomtech.eu
www.kustomtech.eu

Italian made forged aluminum retro style clutch lever and master cylinder assemblies – left to right 20-813 (14mm, clutch, polish); 20-814 (14mm, clutch,
satin); 20-815 (14mm, clutch, raw); 20-832 (14mm, clutch, black)

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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TWO BROTHERS RACING
Santa Ana, California, USA

Tel: 714 550 6070
www.twobros.com
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Performance-Ness,
Handling-Ness, Cool-Ness
From the mother-lode of performance custom
accessory design, the Ness Products design studios
at Dublin, California, come these deep cut, inverted
air cleaner kits – designed to improve still further on
their patented Big Sucker technology by using an
inverted top that maximizes airflow.
It does so by pulling in air from the face of the air
cleaner, as well as the traditional method of pulling
air in from the sides. Made in forged billet aluminum,
each hidden breather is O-ringed at the heads and
exits of the mouth of the injector/carb to provide
“efficient breathing and a virtually closed loop
system. This eliminates the need for any external
hoses or hardware.
The radius inlet is said to “provide maximum
performance by providing unobstructed airflow, and
the aluminum breather hardware includes specially
designed breather bolts and covers for clean
mounting.”

The filters are handmade in the USA, featuring a
synthetic material that is said to never need oiling –
it can just be washed and re-used for long lasting
results; synthetic filters are water resistant,
eliminating the need for a rain sock. The design
features an inverted, pleated top with pleated sides
to maximize airflow by pulling in from every angle –
the synthetic material is black with a stainless steel
jacket.
The filter housings are machined from a single piece

of forged billet aluminum “for clean styling, reduced
weight and improved ergonomics. The built-in
velocity stack not only gives a unique performance
look, but also contributes to the performance
improvements by forcing air into the filter’s pleated
top.”
Matching deep cut wheels, rotors, inboard rotors,
horn kits and other accessories are available with
matching chrome finish.
Also seen here, Ness’ new bevelled, re-usable billet
oil filter in black features “high-tech Formula 1,
NASCAR and aerospace industry derived filter
technology that eliminates the tendency for
traditional grade paper filters to flow so poorly that
they often cause the bypass valve to open and allow
unfiltered oil into the engine.”
The trick to doing this lies in the filter medium used
– laser-cut 304 stainless steel medical grade micronic
cloth that catches particles down to 35 microns,
which is said to be about three times better than
“most premium oil filters.”
“These filters maintain consistent flow under all
conditions, including extreme heat, the presence of
water and cold start-ups.” Available for ’84-‘15 Big
Twins and ’86-’15 Sportsters, the simple-to-clean
and service bevelled styling features a chrome finish.
Ness hit a ‘home-run’ with the 10-Gauge product
line it started to introduce in 2015 – especially with
the multi-piece design factory replacement outer
primary cover for ’07 and up FLT Touring models –
available in chrome and, as seen here, in black.
The company has continued to add to the program
since the launch of the first designs, with items such
as lifter block, cam, transmission top and side, rocker
box and pushrod covers.
Now they are also offering CNC-machined, forged
10-Gauge billet aluminum front engine mount
brackets that are direct bolt-on replacements for the
factory stamped steel bracket and stabilizer links that
feature a specially designed spherical bearing,
machined with a counter bore for flush mounted

hardware; these are said to be the first and currently
still only billet aluminum engine stabilizer links on
the market for 09-15 Touring models. Both items are
also available as part of their Deep Cut chrome or
black programs.

ARLEN NESS ENTERPRISES
Dublin, California, USA

Tel: 925 479 6350
contact@arlenness.com

www.arlenness.com

Featuring their patented
‘Big Sucker’ technology,
these inverted air cleaner
kits pull air in from the
face of the air cleaner as well as the sides

This new bevelled, reusable billet oil filter
features high-tech, laser-cut 304 stainless steel
medical grade micronic cloth – a filter technology
that is said to catch particles down to 35 microns,
about three times better than conventional
“premium” oil filter media

CNC-machined,
forged ‘10-Gauge’
billet aluminum
front engine

mount brackets

Ness says these billet aluminum engine
stabilizer links were the first, and are still
the only ones on the market for ’09-’15

Touring models

Launched in 2015, the Ness
‘10-Gauge’ line started with
their multi-piece factory
replacement outer primary
for ’07 and up FLTs
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INTERNATIONAL
HEAD OFFICE
THE NETHERLANDS

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Tel: 0031(0)297 288621

Email: sales@zodiac.nl

AUSTRALIA

CASSONS PTY. LTD.

Tel: 2 888 2 1900

Email: cassons@cassons.com.au

AUSTRIA

ZODIAC ÖSTERREICH

TEL: 0676 486 40 65

Email: zodiac-oesterreich@zodiac.nl

FRANCE

ZODIAC FRANCE

Tel: 01 45 93 10 75

Email: zodiac-france@zodiac.nl

FC PARTS

Tel: 03 27 85 57 15

Email: fcparts@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY

ZODIAC DEUTSCHLAND

Tel: 02137 78740

Email: zodiac-deutschland@zodiac.nl

GREAT BRITAIN

ZODIAC U.K.

Tel: 01453 758451

Email: zodiac-uk@zodiac.nl

HUNGARY

ZODIAC MOTORCYCLE

PRODUCTS HUNGARY

Tel: 06 30 217 1832

Email: zodiac-hungary@zodiac.nl

ITALY

ZODIAC ITALIA

Tel: 3426 561527

Email: zodiac-italia@zodiac.nl

POLAND

ZODIAC POLAND

Tel: +48 502 645 988

Email:  zodiac-poland@zodiac.nl 

SPAIN

ZODIAC ESPANA

Tel: 96 81 42067

Email: zodiac-espana@zodiac.nl

SWITZERLAND

AMERICAN BIKE SHOP

Tel: 071 761 2678

Email: abs-zodiac@rheintal.ch

www.zodiac.nl 
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Motorcycle Storehouse B.V.
Industrieweg 22, 9781 AC Bedum, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)50-3039775 - Fax: +31 (0)50-

3039777

MCS Spainish agent
Paloma Pinto

Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 - Fax: +34 0 93 865 7427
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

MCS French agent
Bruno Selle

Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 - Fax: +33 (0)4 90 67 92 11
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

MCS German agent
Rasi Bayazid

Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 - Fax: +49 (0)211 289 0532
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl

MCS Italian agent
Marcello Fontana

Tel: +39 0445 390437 - Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail marcello@mcseurope.nl

MCS UK agent
Simon Letts

Tel: +44 (0)1892 668844 - Fax: +44 (0)1892 667722
E-mail: simon@mcseurope.nl

www.tecmate.com

Multi-lingual catalogs : 
tecmate.com/cat

Global distributors : 
tecmate.com/distributors

Email (sales / service / technical): 
tecmate.com/contact

SALES
OFFICES 
EUROPE, UK & Rest of the World 
(for regions not listed below)
TecMate (International) 
S.A., Belgium
Tel: +32-16-805440

North, Central and 
South America
TecMate North America, 
Canada
CAN  : +1-905-3372095
USA  : +1-541-6399800

Africa, Australia, New Zealand, 
Southern Asia
TecMate South Africa, 
South Africa
Tel: +27-21-5316045

http://www.tecmate.com/cat
http://www.tecmate.com/distributors
http://www.tecmate.com/contact
http://www.jamesgaskets.com


Australia

Rollie’s Speed Shop
Tel: 07 3252 2129

Serco Pty Ltd 
Tel: 07 382 3283 3

Canada
Power Twins 

Tel: 403 250 6611

Parts Canada 
Tel: 877-277-7560

Germany
Custom Chrome Europe

Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0

Parts Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6501 9695-2000

W & W Cycles
Tel: 0049 (0)931 2506115

Netherlands
Motorcycle Storehouse BV
Tel: 0031 (0)50 303 9771

Zodiac International
Tel: 0031 (0)297 28 86 21

New Zealand
Performance Cycle 

Wholesale
Tel: 0064 (0)9 308 1625

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Tec Dist. 
Tel: (800) 356 0043

www.barnettclutches.com

DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK
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DIGITAL EDITION TODAY
www.amdmag.com

Australia
Rollies Speed Shop

Tel: 07 3252 2129

Canada
Preston Cycle Products

Tel:(800) 265 2298
Parts Canada/Drag Specialties

Tel:(877) 717 2858

Europe
Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6721 4007 0

DÜX Industries
Tel: 0049 (0)40 434037

Parts Europe 
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000
Motorcycle Storehouse 
Tel: 0031 (0)50 3039775

Zodiac International 
Tel: 0031 (0)297 288 621

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Custom Chrome
Tel: (800) 729 3332

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Kustomwerks
Tel: (800) 498 4711

MID-USA
Tel: (800) 527 0501

Tedd Cycle
Tel: (914) 565 2806

DISTRIBUTOR               NETWORK
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For more information on TRADEZone advertising contact Sara Viney - sara@dealer-world.com
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Polaris Industries Inc. has
reported overall corporate
fourth quarter 2016 sales of
$1,217.8 million, up by +10
percent from $1,105.6 million
for the fourth quarter of 2015;
for the full year ended
December 31, 2016 the
Company reported sales of
$4,516.6 million, a decrease of
-4 percent versus $4,719.3
million in the prior year.
Motorcycle segment sales,
including its PG&A related sales,
decreased -35 percent in the
2016 fourth quarter to $105.7
million.  Both Indian and Victory
reported lower sales in the
fourth quarter due to difficult
comparables as product
availability for all brands
improved significantly in the
2015 fourth quarter, and as the
Company reduced motorcycle
production in the 2016 fourth
quarter to complete the final
paint system upgrade in Spirit
Lake, IA.
Slingshot sales were down due
to low product availability
related to recall activity.  Gross
profit for the fourth quarter
2016 decreased -94 percent to
$1.6 million compared to $24.0
million in the fourth quarter of
2015 due to lower production
rates and higher warranty
expense.  
North American consumer retail
demand for the Polaris
motorcycle segment, including
Victory, Indian Motorcycle and
Slingshot, was down mid-single
digits percent during the 2016

fourth quarter while the overall
motorcycle industry retail sales,
900cc and above, declined low-
single digits percent in the 2016
fourth quarter. 
Indian Motorcycles retail sales
increased about +20 percent
while Victory retail sales were

down mid-single digits percent
during the quarter.  Slingshot
retail sales were down
significantly due to tough
comparable in the fourth
quarter last year as the
Company experienced
unseasonably strong retail sales
in the initial year of Slingshot
product availability in 2015. 
“2016 was a difficult and

challenging year for Polaris, but
our culture is geared to deal
head on with adversity and
learn from it, and that’s what
we did in 2016. In response to a
series of recalls, we took the
necessary steps to ensure that
Polaris vehicles deliver the
quality, safety and performance
that our customers expect.  We
are relying on these enhanced
improvements, consistent
execution, and aggressive
innovation to regain our footing
as the ‘Best in Powersports’,”
commented Polaris Industries’
CEO Scott Wine.
“Our team worked incredibly
hard in 2016 to serve our Off-
Road Vehicle customers and
dealers, and that work is
accelerating into 2017.  It is a
very competitive ORV market,
and we will aggressively
execute and revitalize our broad
set of tools that built the most
successful armada in
powersports.  
“Significant progress was made
across our businesses, including
mid-twenty percent growth in
[annual] Indian Motorcycle
retail sales and an eight percent
reduction in dealer inventories
year-over-year, while at the
same time reducing factory
inventory 16 percent, excluding

Q4 Indian retail sales +20%;
Victory, Slingshot down - Corp
sales +10% Q4, -4 % full year Custom bike sales were +12.3

percent in Italy in 2016 at 6,923
units. Naked/traditional style and
Enduro style bikes are the largest
sectors in the Italian motorcycle
market (26,387 units/+23.26
percent and 25,668 units/+31.49
percent year-on-year respectively).
Overall new motorcycle
registrations in Italy were +21.49
percent at 75,936 units for a third
straight year of growth since the
2013 low.

BMW Motorrad has
announced another record
year as it continues to close
in on its objective of selling
200,000 motorcycles
worldwide by 2020. Full-year
2016 sales were up + 5.9%
with a total of 145,032
motorcycles and maxi-
scooters “delivered to
customers.” At 8,639 units,
December 2016 sales were
+15.2 percent.

With 1,683 units sold, the Softail
Slim was Harley’s most popular
model in Germany in 2016, and
the 9th most popular motorcycle
overall in the German market;
followed by the Fat Boy Special –
28th most popular, with 1,049
units sold, and their XL 1200 X,
29th most popular with 1,031
units sold. In motorcycle market
share terms Harley scored a
staggering third place, behind
BMW and Yamaha, selling 13,096
models in Germany in 2016 for an
11.14 percent market share,
placing them ahead of the likes of
(in order) Honda, KTM, Kawasaki,
Suzuki, Ducati and Triumph.

Indian Motorcycle scored a
creditable 13th spot in
motorcycle market share
terms in Germany in 2016,
selling 911 units there for a
0.77 percent market share.

NEWS
BRIEFS

Continues on page 16 >>>

Polaris CEO Scott Wine -
"Significant progress was made
across our businesses, including
mid-twenty percent growth in
[annual] Indian Motorcycle 

retail sales"

http://www.kustomtech.eu
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